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Radio station lights deadly virus
By Sarah Cox
OVERSEAS RtPORttR

By Scott Niles
The University's theatre
department is now accepting
applications for a variety of
grants-in-aid
scholarships,
applicants do not have to be theater majors.
The department scholarships
offered
include:
Acting,
Technical, Fbrensics and Debate
and Arts Management
Shaun Moorman, business
and operations manager for the
theater department said the
scholarships give students the
opportunity to gain experience
in an area of interest that might
help them out later.
These scholarships are open
to both theater majors and nonmajors alike, Moorman said.
"We encourage non-majors to
apply for
these grants,"
Moorman said.
Roseanna Sharrow, a theater
major, said the grants-in-aids are
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Sarah Coi BG News

POSITIVE RADIO WAVES: Brenda Leonard, head administrator and pioneer of Bush radio, uses the
radio station to educate listeners about HIV/AIDS. She holds an award the station won for their efforts.
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"There will always be people pushing safety limits because people think nothing can
happen to them"
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Bar tragedies raise awareness
By Carrie Whitaker
CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR
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CAPE TOWN, South Africa —
During apartheid when separation of black and white people
was enforced, government widiheld information on the growing
AIDS epidemic. When apartheid
ended in 1994, grassroots movements for community awareness
and development began. Bush
Radio, the first South African
community radio station, now
acts as a major combatant fighting HIV/AIDS through radio programming and outreach.
Bush Radio and other organizations fighting the HIV virus face
a number of myths said the
groups organizers.
"Old and young men have
been raping virgin girls, thinking
they're going to be cured," Brenda
li'onard, Head Administrator
and pioneer of Bush Radio said in
explanation of one myth.
South Africa has the highest
world rape rate and teachers rape
1 /3 of girls in school. Many ethnic
groups believe it is okay for men
to sleep around with other
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Tragedy struck two weeks ago
in bars in Chicago and Rhode
Island, but what safety precautions are being made in Bowling
Green?
Both fire officials and bar owners in town said that situations
like the ones in Chicago, where 21
people were crushed to death in a
stampede, and in Rhode Island
where 97 people were killed in a
fire can be avoided. The number
one safety precaution is the
responsibility of the customer to
be aware of all exits in an establishment said loe Burns, fire chief
of the Bowling Green Fire
Division.
"People are used to going
through fire exits they entered
through," Bums said. "They need
to look for other exits."
Local bars are all in safe condi-

tions said Bums. He said the fire
division takes weekly trips to the
bars in town to make sure all safety codes are being obeyed and
the establishments arc not overcrowded.
"We have .been doing weekly
checks for 20 years," Bums said.
"If there is ever a problem the
bars are very good about correcting the problem right away."
Some of the safety requirements for the local bars include
fire extinguishers, a number of
exits, exit signs in clear view,
doors that swing certain ways,
emergency lights and sprinkler
systems.
Sean Carr, general manager of
lunction, also said knowing
where exits are is an important
precaution, but that management should be alerted if a customer feels uncomfortable.
Safety should not be a concern

for customers Carr said because
employees have mandatory
hands on training with the police
and fire department and know
how to react in situations.
General
Manager
John
DeSmith said his job at I towards
Club H has many responsibilities.
"I am responsible for the people who walk through our doors,"
DeSmith said. "It would break my
heart if someone was hurt here."
Bands have asked in the past to
use pyrotechnics at Howard's, the
device that started the fire in
Rhode Island, DeSmith said.
"I told the bands no way,"
DeSmith said. "If they are a good
band they don't need anything
else but their talent."
The fire division in Bowling
Green does a great job said
DeSmith. He said when the marshals have a suggestion for him to
make Howard's safer, the sugges-

tion is completed.
The bar manager at Brewster's,
David Johnston, said that the
only way a fire could start in
Bowling Green would probably
be from a cigarette, a gas leak, or
some natural disaster.
"I feel that Bowling Green is
pretty strict about fire codes,"
Johnston said. "Fights are probably the biggest worry for customers."
Bums said that in the end the
fire in Rhode Island was a sad
example of how people forget
that accidents can happen.
"There will always be people
pushing safety limits because
they think nothing can happen in
them," Bums said. "I would just
say that people who go to the
bars need to be aware of their
environment."

Ephedra, stimulants proven
By Monica Frost
REPORTER

Ephedra, the controversial
herbal supplement used for
boosting energy and increasing
weight loss, is being hailed as
everything from a miracle-drug
to a life-threatening danger.
Ephedra is the "active" ingredient found in products such as
Metabolife, Xenadrine, Yellow
Jackets and Hydroxycut Millions
of people consume these products each year, unaware of the
possible risks associated with the
drug.
Although the Federal Food and
Drug Administration
have
repoits of 100 deaths among
ephedra users, the drug is currently unregulated The FDA lost
control over the nutritional supplement market in the early 90s.

The FDA can intervene if they
receive numerous consumer
complaints. However, they must
provide substantial evidence to
other government bodies before
the drug could be removed from
the market, said Doug lackson, a
fitness graduate assistant and
head personal trainer at the
University's Fitwell Center.
Another problem associated
with the unregulated ephedra Ls
the inconsistent labeling on
products.
"Because ephedra is unregulated, there's no guarantee what's
on the label is in the bottle,"
lackson said. "A product may
contain more ephedra than the
user realizes."
lackson said there should be
more prominent labeling on
ephedra products, possibly on
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the front of bottles rather than
the back.
Although anyone can use
ephedra products, the majority of
users tend to be male athletes or
avid exercisers hoping to
improve physical performance.
Ephedra products are banned
within the NFL. Olympic
Committee and the NCAA.
However, a 2001 NCAA survey of
21,000
collegiate
athletes
revealed a 3.9 percent response
rate for ephedra use.
"College exercisers use it
(ephedra] to increase metabolism, give them extra energy and
try to induce weight loss,"
lackson said.
lackson continued to say that
students using ephedra for
weight loss purposes tend to
build up a tolerance for the drug

and go beyond the recommended dosage. It only takes one to
two months to build up a tolerance level for the drug and have
the user become addicted,
lackson said.
"Only a small percent of people
will have acute body failure,"
lackson said of ephedra users.
"But many users suffer the addiction and withdrawal symptoms."
According to lackson, the likelihood of complications with
ephedra intensifies when the
drug is combined with another
stressor, such as exercise or harsh
physical conditioning
Strokes, seizures, permanent
tori Farron AP Ptiolo
impairments and death are some EPHEDRA CAN KILL Baltimore
of the negative outcomes that
Orioles' Steve Bechler died at age
23 this year from a combination of
EPHEDRA, PAGE 2 ephedra, heat and medical issues.
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women while not using condoms.
"It is difficult for a wife to negotiate condom use," Leonard said.
"The wife could get smacked
around until she listens to her
husband."
For one hour even,' day, Bush
Radio's "Positive Uving" promotes just what the title says:
Living with HIV and AIDS in a
positive manner.
Topics include nutrition and
boosting the immune system,
politics surrounding the vims.
education on myths and public
services and organizations HIV
positive people can go to for help.
Two hosts, one an HIV positive
woman, answers any questions
listeners may have.
"We've learned a lot from her,"
Leonard said. "She's helped so
many through the disease. She'll
also tell you how she got positive,
and that serves as a lesson for
people."
Teens have their own weekly
program battling HIV/AIDS
called, "Youth Against AIDS."
RADIO. PAGE 2

Students
asked to
be energy
efficient
By loanna Hammer
REPORTER

With midterms and spring
break on student's minds few
take time to think about the
environment. However the
University is working to educate
the public on the importance of
protecting the environment—
an issue that concerns us all.
The University developed a
forum about a year and half ago
that's goal is to maintain the
campus' environmental sustainability. This forum which
consists of students, staff and
faculty helps the University
move forward in meeting its
obligation to the Talloires
Declaration.
TheTalloires Declaration does
everything from making students environmentally literate
to having campus operations
incorporate environmental sustainability into their actions. A
primary objective is working
with the local community.
The members of the forum
report on what's being done on
the University's campus to sustain the environment.
"In addition to this, we have
our regular environmental
monitoring of things such as
environmental safety, for example: how the fume hoods are
working in the laboratories and
the emissions coming off the
smokestacks,"
Dr.
Gary
Silverman, of the environmental
studies department said,
Last December, the Boards of
Trustees approved a proposal
which permits the University to
carry out projects that will save
energy expenditures. This could
include everything from making more efficient lighting systems to installing more energy
efficient air-conditioners.
"Essentially you're using less
ENVIRONMENT, ?AGE 2
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Resources should be sustained for future use Weight
ENVIRONMENT, FROM PAGE 1

energy,'' Brian Benner, assistani
vice president for administration
said.
In the long run this leads to a
reduction in overall costs.
Silverman said, "We also have a
big project in the works to put
solar panels on the ice arena"
The University's recycling program, which currently recycles
22.5 to 30 percent of its trash is
working to help the environment.
Craig Wirtig, recycling coordinator for the University said the
campus has had a formulized
recycling program since 1986. It is
now in the upper 50 percent for
recycling in the country.
"Some Universities don't even
recycle yet," Wirtig said.
An interesting thing about the

University's recycling program
said Benner is there is only one
full time staff member in
charge—the rest of the work is
mainly performed by students.
"Recycling is a gateway to environmental sustainability-it's the
minimal thing people can do to
become involved in environmental issues," Wirtig said.
The University recycles standard materials such as plastic,
paper and aluminum, along with
scrap metal and conserving wood
into mulch.
Altogether the University recycles one thousand tons a year.
This comes out to roughly 2 million pounds. Recycled compost
from grass and leaves amounts to
three to five tons of recycled
material each year from BGSU.

Yet there are even more ways to
recycle. Benner said that its better
if people use washable coffee
cups for instance, instead of
throw-away cups.
Styrofoam and plastics take the
longest to decompose so practices such as these conserve a
great deal.
There are numerous changes
an individual can make which will
help the environment, Benner
said. It can be as simple as ruming
off the lights when you leave a
room.
Silverman suggested that people drive less, buy fuel efficient
cars, use the recycling containers
and rum the thermostat down.
One major goal that the
University has for next fall is to
educate the public on environ-

Grants offer students
life, job experiences
THEATER. FROM PAGE 1
beneficial to non-majors as well.

"For my first year and a half I
was a non-major, the grants not
only give you theatre experience
but also life experiences,"
Sharrow said. "So it is good for
non-majors to try to obtain one
of these scholarships as well."
Students who receive the
scholarships are required to
maintain a certain amount of
time devoted to working with
areas of interest and working on
stage crew.
Possibilities include work in
set design, lighting and management positions with performances held at the University.
"The goal of the grants-in-aid
are to encourage students to
hone through the educational
process in their specific area of
Interest to prepare them for

work in the professional arenas,"
Moorman said.
Arthur Ross, another theater
major, said the grants-in-aid
provide enjoyment in what he is
doing as well as providing financial support and giving people
experience.
"1 definitely think it is helpful,"
Ross said. "I had an internship
last year that carried over to this
year and I had no experience
with technical work before, but
after doing some technical work
for the grants-in-aid, it has
helped me out there as well."
Ross says that the grants-inaid experience has helped make
him a more rounded actor,
because he is able to do more
then just one specific area and it
leaves possibilities open for him.
The scholarship is renewable
every year for a peak amount of

$3,500. The deadline for applications is today, however the
theater department will be
accepting applications for the
first few days after break as well.
Moorman said he encourages
people to apply for these grantsin-aids for the purpose for gaining more experience, as well as
getting financial support.
Sharrow, who is currently a
recipient of the stage management grants-in-aid award, said
that it is worth the effort
"It is hard work just like anything else you do. but the experience and enjoyment you get out
of it really pays off," Sharrow
said.
Auditions for some of the
grants-in-aid will be held on
March 29th. For more information, contact the University's
theater department.
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mental issues. University students have been participating in
everything from river clean-ups
to educating the community on
the importance of caring for the
environment
Dr Silverman said that students
first need to get informed about
the issues.
"Take the appropriate classes
and or read about the issues. Be
an active citizen and help make
decisions that will affect the environment," Silverman said.
For example, he said, how
many students know that the
world's scientists are in agreement that global climate change
is occurring and that the impact
of this change will greatly affect
everyone's lives?
"The U.S. government is the

only government not agreeing
with this, although the U.S. scientists say that it's clear," Silverman
said.
It was a major issue before Sept.
11 he said but it is now overshadowed by the war.
"Environmental change will be
affecting everyone's lives," said
Silverman. The increased rate of
big storms Silverman said are a
major, expensive consequence
from our environmental behaviors.
"Students should get involved
because of a feeling of needing to
be a member of society- and a
helpful member of society."
Silverman said. "If we are going to
keep the world healthy- people
need to step up."

Bush Radio asks its
listeners to be healthy
RADIO. FROM PAGE 1
Another weekly program features various health topics,
often on HIV/AIDS.
Eighty percent of Bush Radio's
efforts are outreach. Volunteers
go to one primary and one high
school a week, educating youth
about the ABC's: Abstain, be
faithful or use condoms.
Occasionally Teen Town
meetings culminate in a
HIV/HOP concert, featuring
hip-hop music about HIV/AIDS
performed by South African
popular music artists.
Bush Radio also joins the Red
Cross once a month to visit
townships, overcrowded and
rural black communities, speaking with adults to promote
awareness and safe sex.
The battle against HIV and
AIDS does not have everyone's
support.
President
Thabo
Mbeki denies many scientific
claims about the virus, even
denying (he link between HIV

and AIDS.
I he government is being

taken to court," guest lecturer
Catherine Ndina said, co-coordinator of the International
School of Natal University. "The
remaining battle is to make antiretroviral drugs available in government hospitals to all
patients."
"Getting antiretroviral drugs
is not possible," Leonard said.
"From the time someone is
diagnosed, they may have only
two years to live. The government's stance is weak and the
process for attaining ARV drugs
is slow."
In spite of all the efforts of
Bush Radio and other media,
conditions will worsen before
they get better. Currently, 50
percent of all 15-year-olds die of
AIDS. Life expectancy in South
Africa will drop to 50 by the year
2010.
South Africa is facing a health
epidemic threatening their
entire population and economy.
Outreach efforts like Bush Radio
continue, believing effons will
impact society.

loss drug
ephedra
can kill
EPHEDRA, FROM PAGE 1

may arise out of irresponsible
ephedra use.
"Everybody thinks it's not
going to happen to them,"
Jackson said.
However, Steve Bechler, the
23-year-old prospective pitcher
for the Baltimore Orioles, is just
one example of a life lost from
complications with ephedra.
"This was certainly a preventable death; it didn't have to
occur, this kind of tragedy,"
Coroner Dr. loshua Perper told
CBS correspondent Sharyl
Attkisson. The combination of
ephedra, heat and "other medical issues" all played into
Bechler's death in February.
With Bechler's recent death,
pressure may be increased to
ban ephedra supplements.
"I think the sports-governing
bodies that haven't banned the
supplement will be under
increased pressure to ban the
supplements," lackson said.
Unfortunately, for exercisers,
there is no true "safe stimulant."
"All of the products that have
truly stimulant effects, have
negative effects on the body,"
lackson said.
Some exercisers may take
stimulants to stay awake or have
more energy, but many times
sleep is the solution over
ephedra, said lackson.
Despite the problems associated with ephedra. it continues
to have its place in the lives of
many athletes and exercisers.
"I highly discourage the use
amongst my clients," lackson
said of ephedra. "But ultimately,
it's their personal decision."

Clinophobia is
the fear of beds.
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The BIG Grill
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11.00 am - 1 30 pm

Traditions

Carnation Cale
Zia's @ Night
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HANDCUFFED STUDENTS LEAD RALLY
PHILADELPHIA KRT— Helecoptors hovered overhead, cops
stood nearby, and camera lights flashed in the faces of the
Philadelphia Five. The young peace activists who handcuffed
themselves to the front door of the Armed Forces Recruiting
Center, at Broad and Cherry streets, became the city's symbol of a
nationwide protest against war with Iraq Wednesday. For four
hours they stood, linked wrist to wrist. They even formed a human
peace sign.

www.bgnews.com/campus
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8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
"Identity Theft" Exhibit
Exhibit by students in Art 103
classes taught by Emily de Araujo
and Rebecca Vaughn.
Student Union Galleries
8:30 a.m. - 3 p.m.
CAMPUS Regional Conference
Sponsored by Wellness Connection
For more information, contact their
office at 419.372.9355.
Olscamp Hall 101
9 a.m. -5 p.m.
UAO/Dance Marathon Fundraiser
UA0 will be selling raffle tickets.
Union Lobby
10 a.m. -4 p.m.
Oance Marathon Fundraiser
Rec. Sports will be selling picture
frames.
Union Lobby
11 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Oance Marathon Fundraiser
Pi Beta Phi will be selling Dance
Marathon shorts and capris, and
will have a raffle for a reserved
parking spot.
Union Lobby

Thompson Student Union.
Student Union Falcon's Nest
Noon - 2 p.m.
Dance Marathon Fundraiser
Founders will be selling Dance
Marathon T-shirts.
Student Union
12:30 -1:30 p.m.
CRU Pipeline Meeting
Prout Chapel
2-4 p.m.
Spring Fest Ticket Sales
Sponsored by Dry Dock.
Union Lobby
3 - 7 p.m.
Girt Scout Cookie Sale
Union Lobby
3 p.m.
Graduate Student Senate
Assembly Meeting
Union Room 308

1130 a.m. -4 p.m.
Dance Marathon Fundraiser
Circle K will be selling Dance
Marathon patches.
Union Lobby

4 - 5:30 p.m.
Empowerment Group
For women survivors of abusive
dating relationships.
Confidentiality is emphasized.
Sponsored by The Transformation
Project. Please contact Deidra
Bennett at 372-2190 for more
information. Meets every Friday
from 4:00-5:30 p.m.
TBA

Noon - 2 p.m.
Noon Tunes
Sponsored by the Bowen-

7 p.m.
Hockey against Ferris State
BGSU Ice Arena

I
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7 p.m.
0HSAA Division II District Final
Basketball Game (Boys)
For more information, contact Jim
Elsasser in Athletics at 372-2401.
Anderson Arena
8 p.m.
BGSU Men's Chorus, Kent State
Men's Chorus and Roosevelt High
School Mixed Chorus
The BGSU Summit/Medina Alumi
Chapter cordially invites area
alumni to a special choral presentation. Concert tickets will be
available at the door for $8/adult
and $5/student. Immediately following the concert will be a light
dessert reception at $5/person.
Questions? Contact the Alumni
Office at 372-2701.
Kent State University Auditorium
8 p.m.
Jeff Wisniewski. baritone
Master's candidate recital
Wisniewski studies with Professor
Virginia Starr at the College of
Musical Arts. Free and open to the
public.
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center
8 -9 p.m.
Star Spangled Banners
Star-Spangled Banners (the sun,
moon & stars on flags of the
world) multi-media show in the
Planetarium. $1 donation
suggested.
BGSU Planetarium-112

"There's a perception among our students that there
are not that many opportunities in the workplace.
They feel a lot of pressure to stand out."
PATRICIA LARSEH, DIRECTOR AT THE UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO

Stress issues larger
factor at universities
By Bryna Zumer
KNIGHT R I ODE R TRIBUNE.

Today's college students are
twice as likely to be depressed
and three times more likely to
be suicidal than they were a
decade ago. according to a
recent study.
"For a variety of reasons,
school is more stressful than it
was 10 years ago," said Sherry
Benton, Assistant Director of
Training at Kansas State
University and one of the
researchers of the study, which
was published in February.
Researchers examined the
changes in the problems of students who visited the counseling
center at Kansas State University
over a 13-year period.
The study, which included
13,000 students, found that over
the 13-year period of time, the
percentage of students with
depression rose from 21 percent
to 41 percent The percentage of
suicidal students rose from 5 to 9
percent, and students with stress
and anxiety problems rose from
36 to 62 percent
There are many possible reasons for the increases in depression and other stress-related
issues, Benton said, including
more academic competition and
financial stress.
Counseling center directors
nationwide, however, said the
depressed economy has caused
more stress than grades.
"There's a perception among
our students that there are not
that many opportunities in the
workplace," said Patricia Larsen,
director at the University of
Colorado at Denver. "They feel a
lot of pressure to stand out."

Here's an idea...
rent from wgm

She agreed with Benton that
there is also more stress about
paying for college because "families' dollars are stretched...
(they) cannot provide as much
support to the students."
Russ Federman, Director at
the University of Virginia, said
college used to be a time of
exploration, but now students
must choose a major that will
guarantee success in the job
force.
"When 1 went to school in the
'60s, it was not uncommon to be
a liberal arts major," Federman
said. "Now if you're a liberal arts
major, it means you don't know
what you want to da"
Another explanation, Benton
said, is better medication of
younger people with mental
problems.
"A lot of students function well
enough to get to college," she
said.
Federman agreed, saying he
has seen "more people coming
to (U.Va.) with pre-existing
depression."
Less stigma about seeking
counseling is yet another reason.
"People are a lot more comfortable coming in (to the counseling center)," Benton said.
The study also found increases
in sexual assault, relationship
issues, family issues and personality disorders.
"We were very aware that the
stress and anxiety had overtaken
relationship problems," Benton
said. "We were working with a lot
more suicidal students... You
really notice that."
Because the study only looked
at the rural, 19,000-student
Kansas State University area, its

results are probably not a direct
reflection of the entire country,
she said.
Students stress at the
University of Colorado at
Denver, Larsen said, may be due
to its position as an urban, commuter university. Many of its
11,000 students work full time.
"Parking alone is enough to
give you a headache," she said.
However, Rebecca Davenport,
a psychologist at Bowling Green
State University in Ohio, said the
trends she sees at the rural,
16,000-student university represent a larger picture.
Davenport previously worked
at Mercyhurst College, a private
suburban college in F.rie, Pa.,
with 3,000 students.
Although Mercyhurst College
had slightly more anxiety problems, overall "I was seeing the
same sorts of issues," she said.
The study ended before the
terrorist attacks on Sept. 11,
2001. After Sept. 11, Kansas State
University saw a drop in the
number of students visiting the
counseling center, which Benton
said was due to "a sense of solidarity that...pulled people into a
sense of common care and concern."
The effects of Sept. 11 on students at other universities were
mixed.
Larsen, at the University of
Colorado at Denver, said she saw
"a ton" of cases afterward,
although many students did not
attribute their stress directly to
that event.
Federman said case numbers
at U. of Va. did not increase, and
it's too soon to predict the longterm effects of Sept. II.

Unlock a fantastic deal!
803 Fifth St.: Two bedroom
unfurnished apartments with
balconies or patios. FREE WATER
& SEWER. Private parking lot and
laundry facilities. Resident pays
electric & gas heat. $500.00 per
month for a 12 month lease.

801 FIFTH ST.: Two bedroom unfurnished apartments with balconies or patios. FREE WATER &
SEWER. Private parking lot and laundry facilities. Resident pays electric and gas heat. $500.00
per month for a 12-month lease.
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The Best Summer
Jobs Go Fast
When you're going downhill at 93 ropft. time
passes at e pretty good dip. Coder Point
offers lota of exerting summer Jobs
with great wages, the industry's
bast bonus plan and free.
unsmlted park access.
Apply now; because the
)obs go about as last
as the workdays.

The advantages you want, the classes you need.
THE 2003
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advantage

Finish on time—Summer courses help you complete your undergraduate degree. A |
schedule of summer classes is available at httpyAvabapps.bgsu.edu/classes.
On-line Courses— All you need is Internet access, and BGSU classes are just a few clicks
away. The BGSU classroom experience and attention are now available on the web. Qh-line
class Information is available at http://lcJeel.bgau.edu.
M
Bowling Green State University Job Fair
Wednesday. March 19th
Bowen-Thompson Student Union. Room 202 • Noon - 4pm
4pply online at cedafpoint.com or call 1-800-668-JOBS for details.

Save Money—BGSU seniors graduating August 2003 may be eligible for a partiajfrebate on
summer classes.
s
Who Qualifies—If you began as • flrBt-ttme freshman at BGSU in fall 199i>or later and
^Haajyate summer 2003, you may qualify.
.^a****^

Ce<w|\iBftscoifi

*>>.»_

No appointment necessary EOE. Bonuses ate oatd to employees aftet they fun* the*
Employment Agreements. Low cost houses; and internships sts^istss for qualified acoicants.

Receive « fHutaiity f?omi»—Partial grants for residence iuorti9. Apply by April 25, 2003.
FOLBttaa^Prmation en the BIG Summer Advantage In 2003
OH 419.372.0141 today!
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OPINION

"It was the ultimate reality moment."
ABC executive ANDREA WONG, on a camera crew's following Roseanne as
she shopped at the Barney's New York store in Beverly Hills, Calif, and running
into another camera crew shooting Ozzy Osboume shopping as well.
Both taped the encounter.
[MMMdUWl

Ephedra could cause harm to body
Imagine if you could take a
pill that would give you
energy or help you lose
weight. Imagine if this pill was
easy to buy, easy to take and had
no side effects. Sounds too good
to be true?
Well, it is.
There are many drugs on the
market such as Metabolife and
Xenadrine. These drugs contain
the ingredient Ephedra. Ephedra
may seem like a "miracle drug"

but it could kill you.
These drugs containing
Ephedra are easy to purchase
because they're over-thecounter, so many people don't
think much of the risks. Don't
think that Ephedra could hurt
you? It is banned within the
Olympic Committee, NFI. and
the NCAA. The risks must be
pretty serious.
If you take the drug for weight
loss, you may become addicted
to it. Do you really want to be

dependent on something just for
the sake of looking good?
If you need to take a drug to
boost energy or lose weight, then
you are doing something very
unnatural to your body. Putting
your body through that may
have negative consequences.
There are so many things that
people do to themselves that
hurt their bodies such as overeating, under-eating, smoking,
excessive tanning and drinking
too much. Taking drugs is at the

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Will those for
the war admit
real reasons

War is not the
only solution
to the problem

I am submitting this as an
appeal for greater honesty. My
request is simple; would it be
possible for the people writing in
support of the coming war with
Iraq to say what they really
mean?
For instance, could you please
desist with the revolting and hypocritical appeals on behalf of the
poor, oppressed people of Iraq
and their longing for freedom?
Why not just re-phrase it thus;
"Brown people in the Middle
East die all the time, whats a couple more thousand here or there
compared to Americas interests?"
Instead of repeating the fallacy
that the United States intends to
"democratise" Iraq, and the
region, why not just say; "Who
cares what kind of government
they have over there, as long as I
feel safer, and richer, here in
Ohio?"
Thirdly, when waxing lyrical
on the subject of "dreadful
weapons of mass destruction in
the hands of maniacs," perhaps
you could also point out that the
possession ofWMD is for the big
boys, and their correct use is
against the poor and the colored,
not by the poor and the colored.

I would like to begin by saying
that since 9/11 land probably
this happened before it as well, 1
may not have been paying
enough attention) I have seen a
dramatic increase in blanket,
black or white statements being
made in the media, from both
the pro and anti-war sides, neither of which make much sense
to me.
Yesterday's Staff Editorial in
The BG News seems to fit well
into this category, beginning with
the headline "Attacking Iraq is
the only solution."
This is quite simply not true. In
fact, a number of other solutions
have been proposed, including
that by France, Germany and
Russia to allow the inspections to
continue. Others have suggested
a deportation of I lussein as we
have done with other military
dictators. There are two solutions, off the top of my head at
7:25 a.m., surely there are others
as well.
The article goes on to say that
"Saddam is insane." While
I lussein has committed atrocities, and probably shouldn't be
ruling, there are plenty of other
countries with equal or worse
human rights violations that we
ignore on a day to day basis
when we buy clothes from vendors who go through channels in
these countries that foster such
violations in the form of sweat-

E0IN HOWE
GRADUATE STUDENT

shop labor.
Thirdly, the article goes on to
ask. "Why are we worrying about
Iraq and not al-Oaeda?"
However, the authors never go
on to answer this — they simply
cite "victories" over terrorism
including the recent capture of
Kahlid Shaikh and others who
have been charged with criminal
acts of terrorism (which begs the
question of how exactly we are
waging war against something
that is a criminal act and should
be handled by law enforcement
agencies rather than the U.S.
military.) The point is that they
never answers why we are worrying about Iraq, and simply go on
to their next point.
Finally, the authors assert that
it is a fallacy to believe that the
war is about oil, but they then go
on to say that it is unknown, so
logic dictates that it is no more a
fallacy to believe it is about oil
than to believe that it isn't,
because as the author states "no
one knows for certain," which
tells us not to discount any possibilities.
In addition to this, the authors
also say that the United Nations
won't enforce its own laws and
that we as a superpower have a
"responsibility to keep the worid
a safe place." Not only is this
arrogant, it is ridiculous, as the
world by its very unpredictable
nature, has never been a safe
place, and simply ridding the
world of a dictator, or trying to,
will not make it one, regardless of
its intention.

top of that list.
People our age think nothing
bad is ever going to happen to
them. They think they can control everything and that they're
not going to be another statistic.
Harm from Ephedra could
happen to you or someone your
age.
Recently Prospective
Baltimore Orioles Pitcher Steve
Bechler tragically died due to
complications of Ephedra. He
was only 23-years-old. I lis death
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What about Spring
Break are you looking
forward to the most?

BRIDGETTE ADAMS
SOPHOMORE
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED.

"Seeing my friends
from home."

BRIGITTE THOMAS
SOPHOMORE
INTERIOR DESIGN

"Making money."

KATHY QUITTENT0N
SOPHOMORE
INTERIOR DESIGN

"I'm looking forward to
getting away from school.'

WHITNEY MOORE
SOPHOMORE
ARCHITECTURE

"Getting to sleep
past noon."
..W^^ir**1*. ^

more sleep. If you want to lose
weight, cat right and exercise.
There are healthy ways of getting
the same benefits as Ephedra.
This drug is probably not
going to go away anytime soon.
Athletes still use it and many
avid exercisers will probably still
continue to use it, as well.
The decision is ultimately up
to each individual. Do you want
take something that could harm
your body or not?

PEOPLE Make stupid people
ON THE STREET
smarter using DNA

MICHAEL L0RSUNG
STUDENT

IT'S LONELY ATTHETbR

could have easily been avoided
had he not taken the drug.
What makes young adults
think they are so invincible? If
you take a drug, your body could
suffer the consequences. It could
happen. Why would you want to
do that to yourself?
Value yourself and your body.
No matter what benefits you get
from taking Ephedra, it is not
worth your health or your life.
If you need more energy, get

MATT
, SUSSMAN
■^^>^/ Humor Columnist
If you do the math correctly,
you will discover that this year,
2003, is the 50th anniversary of
anything that happened in
1953. Capitalists celebrate 1953
for the passing of loseph Stalin.
Perverts celebrate 1953 for the
first ever issue of Playboy.
Science nerds celebrate 1953
for the discovery of the DNA
structure by lames Watson and
Francis Crick. This was the year
we all learned about DNAs
famous double-helix structure.
It strengthened the theory of
evolution and was arguably the
most significant discovery in
terms of biology — the science
of cutting up dead animals.
Fifty years to the day of this
discovery, New Scientist magazine reported James Watson's
latest suggestion. This theory
created a stir in the scientific
community, as well as
informed me that this guy's still
alive. He contends that stupidity is a genetic disorder and can
be classified as a disease. In
improper English, Watson said,
"The lower ten percent who
really have difficulty, even in
elementary school, what's the
cause of it? A lot of people
would like to say, 'Well, poverty,
things like that' It probably
isn't. So I'd like to get rid of that,
to help the lower ten percent"
lust the lower ten percent?
Elementary, Watson. Have you
taken a look around you? The
BG News reported last
November that a survey concluded only 13 percent of
Americans could find Iraq on a
map. Our society is being
exposed to stupidity through
the likes of MTV the people
arrested on "COPS," and anything starring Rob Schneider.
Even our fearless president is
inventing a new vocabulary
comprised of words like "subliminable" and, my personal
favorite, "1 lispanicalry." You say
stupidity is a disease? I say it is
an epidemic.
I suppose the big debate
here is to actually define stupidity. Is it determined by 1Q?
Nah, because those tests are
always biased. Standardized
testing only proves how well
one does on standardized tests.
What must be done is to study
individual cases. It would be
nice to define the dumbest ten
percent of the population, but
that is as likely to happen as

Ted Nugent signing an
endorsement deal with
Greenpeace. There are a lot of
" people out there with tendencies to be nincompoops. This is
an excellent opportunity for
me to point some out
Let's start with Peter Angelos,
the owner of the Baltimore
Orioles. He gave a five-year, $65
million contract to mean old
Albert Belle. He retired with a
degenerative hip and only
played two years of his contract, making him a very rich
man. Make Peter Angelos
smarter.
Moving on, let us recall that
failed TV special, "Who Wants
to Many a Multi-Millionaire?" I
actually watched this, as I was
as naive as i larva Conger, the
nurse proposed to by Rick
Rockwell, an unfunny comedian. Not only did these two
lovebirds file for an annulment
days after the show aired, but it
set a standard for horrible, horrible reality television which is
still being aired today.
Now, let us revisit the world
of sports, a hotbed of stupid
people. There are several idiots
in this profession, and one of
those people is Mike Tyson.
You should know by now of at
least three completely stupid
acts by Iron Mike. His innovative lexicon rivals that of
President Bush. Sometimes I
wish Tyson would follow up
with what he once said and
"fade into Bolivian."
These are just famous people I'm mentioning I'm sure
you can think of countless
numbskulls in your life. Maybe
there is one sitting next to you.
Maybe you are one yourself.
You might even be thinking
that I am one. Well, I am not
one to run away from allegations, so perhaps I am stupid.
After all, I have locked my keys
in my car before. Twice.
Bill Engvall's trademark
phrase is, "Stupid people
should have signs," so we know
where they are. The problem is,
they are everywhere, and if
lai iii's Wai si in doesn't die on
us, he should develop a system
to enhance the intelligence of
the world's population. Sure,
we cant pick off a lower echelon of dumbness, but should
that matter? Couldn't we all use
a brain boost? Mathematically,
there will always be a bottom
ten percent. Even if we were all
genetically engineered to be
brighter, those poor souls will
continue to entertain us with
their antics. That is, everyone
except for Rob Schneider.

JOEL HAMMOND, MANAGING EDITOR

The BG News Submission Policy
Do you agree with all of this? Wfc
doubt rt. Wnle us and let us know
where you stand.
LETTERS TO THE E0IT0R are to be
fewer than 500 words. These are usually in response to a current issue on
the University's campus or the
Bowling Green area.
6UEST COLUMNS are longer pieces

between 600 and 800 words. These
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or the Bowling Green area.
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Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
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atacks and anonymous submissions
will not be printed.
Email submissions as an attachment to bgnewsglisrprocbgsaedu
with the subject line marked "Letter to
the Editor" or "Guest Column"Only emailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing. All letters are
subject to review for length and clarity before printing
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Softball adds extra
game to schedule
The Bowling Green Softball
team will play Louisville this
afternoon, their first action
since an 8-3 loss to Indiana on
Feb. 16.
The Falcons will also play
games against Illinois State,
Ohio and Morehead State over
the break.
Bowling Green's last tournament at Tennessee Tech was
canceled. The Falcons (2-3)
were scheduled to play in six
games there.

Women
to face
EMU in
opening
round
By Zach Baker
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Here they go again.
lust four days after defeating
Eastern Michigan 70-69, the
women's basketball team will
travel to Ypsilanti, Mich, for a
rematch in the first round of the
Mid-American
Conference
Tournament.
The game will begin at 7 p.m.
Falcons' coach Curt Miller
said the game will be emotional
for both teams.
"We're really excited, and I
think we'll give it our best shot
up there," Miller said. "Eastern
Michigan...This is the ultimate
senior night for them. Win or
lose, this is the last game on
their home court for the
seniors."
Miller said that in order for BG
to pull another upset, they need
to keep the game up-tempo.
Eastern Michigan has yet to win
a game in which they have
allowed over 70 points.
"Tempo is still going to play a
big part in it, and I don't think
either team is going to wander
very far from their original game
plan," Miller said. "We were the
first team to get to 70 points
against them in their last nine
games. That number remains
the key, and that tempo remains
the key."
One of the most important
players in maintaining tempo
for the Falcons is Lindsay
Austin. Miller said the guard sets
the speed for BG.
"Lindsay is huge in how the
tempo is forced," Miller said.
"She's such a catalyst offensively
and defensively. Undsay didn't
play much |on Tuesday]
because of foul trouble, so she'll
be a different look to be on the
floor."
Foul trouble has been an issue
for BG in the last several games.
Against Kent last Saturday, foul
trouble caused Miller to remove
Austin, Francine Miller and Kim
Griech from the game in the first
half, allowing the Golden
Flashes to make a run.
Against the Eagles, Miller said
that it is important for the
Falcons to avoid committing
needless fouls.
"The aggressive husUe fouls,
as a coach you take those all the
time," Miller said. "The senseless fouls are the ones that kill
you. Eastern Michigan is 10-3
when they have shot more foul
shots
than
their
opponents...They're
almost
unbeatable."
Miller said the seniors will
also play a major role for the
Falcons. Bowling Green will start
four, and Miller expects them to
carry the rest of the team.
"We're going to ride the backs
of our seniors, they know what
the tournament is about," Miller
said. "We are going to ride their
coat tails and their emotions
and look for their leadership
early to get us over the hump."
Despite the win on Tuesday,
Miller said that while the team is
excited, they don't have an edge
on the Eagles.
"I wouldn't call it an edge, they
are the favorite, they are the
higher seed and it's on their
home court," Miller said. "But
we are confident we can play
against Eastern."
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Falcons win, 73-72
Ryan's shot saves BG for now
By Erik Cassano
SPORTS REPORItR

With 10 seconds to play in the
Bowling Green basketball team's
73-72 victory over Eastern
Michigan last night at Anderson
Arena, Cory Ryan quite possibly
had the season riding on his 6'5" frame.
With BG trailing 72-70, Kevin
Netter had just won a baseline
scramble on the Boor for the ball
off a missed shot. Ryan flared
out on the wing, wide open,
screaming at Netter for the ball.
Netter obliged, firing a pass to
him.
Ryan, with one mind-clearing
breath, squared up, blocked out
everything but the bright
orange rim, dead ahead, and let
fly.
When the ball splashed
through the hoop the Falcons
had a lead they would, with
some difficulty, not relinquish,
and salvaged the ragged
remains of a chance at a home
game Monday in the first round
of the MAC tournament.
"When Kevin threw it, I knew
to shoot it," Ryan said "1 guess I
just hoped it went in, and it did."
BG (12-14, 8-9 MAC) is still
not in great shape to host a
game next week but the win
pulled them out of sixth place in
the MAC West and put Eastern
Michigan (14-13,8-10 MAC) in.
BG must beat Toledo in tomorrow's regular season finale and
have a bunch of things go their
way to get a home game. But
there's hope for the Falcons, on a
five-game road losing streak.
Hope which wouldn't have been
if Fastenl had won.
"We needed this," guard Ron

Lewis said. "Two wins in a row is
really big for us. Saturday's game
is big. We're not going down
without a fight"
Lewis had a team-high 18
points.
The game didn't end on
Ryan's three. Eastern Michigan
took possession off a time-out
and plowed the ball straight
ahead into the frontcourt. But
the Eagles were going too fast
for their own good, and Cory
Eyink stepped in, stole the ball
and broke downcourt
Eyink was fouled before he
could put the dagger in with a
lay-up, but he missed both freethrows. The Eagles' Markus
Austin had a game-winning
three in the air at the buzzer, but
it grazed the front of the rim and
fell to the ground.
The final 10 seconds were just
another in a long line of stomach flips and hair-graying for
coach Dan Dakich this season.
Dakich must feel like a
Dominican baseball player, he's
aged so much in a year's time.
"V\fe had Cory miss two free
throws on purpose, to build suspense. Nothing can come easy
for us," Dakich said, tongue
firmly in cheek
He said the key to the play
was Netter winning the ball and
keeping his cool.
"That's was the best play," he
said. "Netter digging the ball
out, not panicking He dove for
the ball and showed a lot of
poise once he got it."
To win the game, BG had to
overcome four players in double
figures for Eastern. Michael
BASKETBALL. PAGE 6

Weekend
games
will shape
tourney
By Andfew dayman
SPORTS REPORTER

Hike RteugeiBG tew
AND ONE: Guard Cory Ryan shoots a free throw during the first
half of last night's 73-72 win over Eastern Michigan.

Cory Ryan's game winning
three-pointer not only
earned BG a 73-72 win over
Eastern Michigan last night,
but it also renewed the
Falcons' hopes of securing
home court advantage for the
first round of next week's
Mid-American Conference
tournament.
BG is far from alone in their
quest for home court, however. With only one game
remaining in the MAC regular
season, the tournament
seedings remain completely
up in the air, with countless
scenarios all depending on
tomorrow's match-ups.
The Falcons' thrilling win
last night has them right in
the middle of a conference
log jam; one of seven teams
with eight or nine MAC victories. Under the MAC tournament system, the top three
seeds receive first round byes,
moving straight on to
Cleveland. The other ten
teams must play first round
games this coming Monday,
on the home floors of the
schools with the higher seedings. Only the winners of
those games will then
advance to Gund Arena next
Thursday.
Thus far. only Central
Michigan has solidified its
spot in the post-season,
clinching the MAC West
Division and a No. 1 seed with
their 13 wins. As for everyone
MAC TOURNEY, PAGE 6

leers face No. 1 Ferris State
By Erica Gamoaccmi
SPORTS EDITOR

Spring break does not only
mean a week away from professors and classes, it also signifies
the end of winter sports.
While the men's and women's
basketball teams head to the
Mid-American
Conference
Tournament, the hockey team
will compete in the Central
Collegiate Hockey Association
Tournament.
However, before the Falcons
can head to the tournament,
they have one team left to face in
the regular season, Ferris State.
"This is an interesting week-

end and a great weekend for us,"
head coach Scott Paluch said.
"We get a chance to really see
ourselves against the number
one team in the league and they
have been all year."
The Bulldogs enter BGSU Ice
Arena tonight ranked No. 5 in
the nation and No. 1 in the
CCHA.
Ferris State needs just one
point against the Falcons to
clinch their first CCHA
Championship in school history.
"They are certainly worthy of
all those high accolades. They
are a team that has been dominant on all sides of the ice, offen-

sively and defensively, and they
have a terrific goaltender as
well."
Goaltender Mike Brown
allowed only two goals by the
Falcons in the fall, one each
night, as the Bulldogs outscored
BG, 15-2, in the two-game series
Oct 18-19,2002.
"We need to establish that we
have improved our game from
last time we were in Big Rapids,"
Paluch said. "Last time the gap
between the two teams was pretty great. They dominated us in
every area. The scores were
indicative of the weekend."
The Bulldogs defeated the

Falcons 10-1 Friday (Oct. 18) and
5-1 Saturday (Oct. 19).
FSU outshot the Falcons 43-33
in the Friday game, holding the
biggest advantage in the first
period (16-10). Brown finished
with 32 saves on 33 shots.
Saturday night FSU outshot
BG, 53-27 for the game, and was
3-for-6 on die power play, while
the Falcons were unable to register a power-play goal.
"It should be a good game,"
Ion Sitko said. "They kind of got
us good at the start of the year,
but we're a totally different team.
It's pretty much a time to prove
ourselves, if anything."

However, it's not going to be
an easy task to defeat the top
team in the conference.
"They are led by a Hobey
Baker candidate, and 1 think one
of the front runners for the
Hobey Baker Award, Chris
Kunitz," Paluch said.
Kunitz ranks second in the
nation with 28 goals, 35 assists
and 63 assists.
"He's a tremendous player
with a high skill level, but he
brings a tremendous work ethic
to the game. That's what 1 think
really makes him one of the, if
not the best player in college
hockey," Paluch said.

Team goes west in search of wins
By Erik Cassano
SPORTS REPORTER

Next week's spring break trip
to Fresno, Calif, for the
Pcpsi/lohnny Quik Classic might
as well be the season opener for
the Bowling Green baseball
team.
The Falcons have gotten just
two of their first six scheduled
games in, both losses, two weeks
ago at Tennessee. The scheduled
opener of the series in Knoxville
was rained out, and BG didn't
even go to Dayton last weekend,
as southern Ohio continued to
dig out of one of the snowiest
Februarys in recent history.
" The only thing we can do is
get our guys ready to play," BG

coach Danny Schmitz said. "The
rest is up to Mother Nature."
Schmitz would be right to
hope for better weather in mild
central California, but the 10-day
Fresno forecast at Weather.com
showed an increasing chance for
rain as next week progresses.
There is a 60-percent chance of
precipitation on Thursday.
However, the Falcons will play
as long as the skies let them.
They are chomping at the bit.
"We have done just about
everything we can do practicing
inside," pitching coach Tod
Brown said. "We need to play
some games."
BG's cabin fever is so acute,
they are leaving for Fresno today,

before the eight-team tournament starts, to play an additional
game
tomorrow
against
Pennsylvania Schmitz said he
will use nine pitchers in the
game, one per inning
The tournament brings a sampling of teams from all over the
country. In addition to BG and
Penn, Gonzaga, Cal Poly-San
Luis Obispo, North CarolinaAsheville, Illinois State, Penn
State and host Fresno State will
be there.
The teams from the west will
be at a sizable advantage in
terms of games played. Gonzaga
was 4-6, Fresno State was 4-10
and Cal Poly was 9-8 as of
Monday. Cal Poly played at

GET IN ON THE ACTION ATWWW.BGNEWS.CWYSPOKTS

Fresno Slate Tuesday.
"We don't have the advantage
of playing exhibition games like
other sports," Schmitz said.
"This is going to be our spring
training in a way. We need to go
out there and play good baseball
from the get-go."
Kyle Knoblauch will be the
starting pitcher in BG's official
tournament opener Monday
against Gonzaga Knoblauch is
the only pitcher who will definitely be held out of tomorrow's
game.
After Gonzapa BG will play
Tuesday against Cal Poly and
Wednesday against UNCAsheville. The results of the tournament's first three days will

determine BG's opponents
Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
Schmitz and Brown have not
yet settled on starting pitchers
after Knoblauch.

The new guy
Freshman Nolan Reimold was
tabbed as a newcomer to watch
in fall ball. He didn't take long to
live up to the hype, hitting a tworun homer in his second collegiate at-bat against Tennessee.
The kid brother of BG basketball's John Reimold has already
drawn the lofty responsibility of
protecting Kelly Hunt, BG's
biggest bat, in the lineup. Against
BASEBALL. PAGE 6
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Falcons ready to
avenge UT loss
MAC TOURNEY, FROM PAGE 5

else, this Saturday's season
finales will determine their fates.
Here is a preview of the MAC'S
judgment day, 2003.
TOLEDO (6-11) at BG (8-9):
The Falcons will look to go into
the post-season with a three
game win streak and possibly,
home court advantage. They will
need plenty of help from other
schools, but they won't need any
motivation when they host arch
rival Toledo.
"Saturday's game is big for us,"
says BG guard Ron lewis. "We're
striving to be at the top when the
tournament comes, just like
everybody else."
"They IToledo] beat us on
their floor," adds last night's hero,
Cory Ryan. "Now, we owe them
one."
OHIO (8-9) at KENT STATE
(11-6): Ohio is among the teams
that BG will be rooting against
tomorrow. They are also one of
the few teams over which the
Falcons would have a tie-break
advantage. Meanwhile, Kent is
looking to sneak by Miami for
the East Division title and a first
round bye.
CENTRAL MICHIGAN (13-4)
at BALL STATE (8-9): Central is
the only team that can relax a bit
tomorrow, but Ball Slate will look

to rebound from a blowout loss
to Toledo and nudge themselves
into a home court tournament
game.
WESTERN MICHIGAN (9-8)
at NORTHERN ILLINOIS (11-6):
As of now, N1U would have
home coun in round one, but a
win could cam them a bye into
Cleveland. Western would clinch
a home court first round game
with a win, but a loss makes
things hazy.
AKRON (9-8) at BUFFALO (116): Akron is the MAC's hottest
team, and they should win their
fifth straight and clinch home
court with ease.
MIAMI (11-6) at MARSHALL
(8-9): The Redhawks could win
the East and earn a bye with a
win and a Kent loss. Meanwhile,
Marshall is another team on the
giant bubble between heading
home or hitting the road in
round one.
With one game left, BG's
chances remain as good as anyone's, and coach Dan Dakich is
just happy to have the opportunity.
"I'm a little concerned for us,
with fatigue, coming back for a
two o'clock game," he said. "But
we're going to give it our best
shot."
Saturday's game begins at 2
p.m. at Anderson Arena.
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BG SPORTS
PICK OF THE WEEK
As the regular season tor college basketball comes to an end the staff puts in
their final words about the season. Sports
reporter Erik Bell joins the crew to give his
thoughts on ttiis final week

ERICA GAMBACCINI JAYME RAMS0N
Asst. Sports Eilitor
Sports Editor

ZACH BAKER
Asst. Sports Eilitor

Toledo at
Bowling Green

Prediction
Score
Rant

Bowling Green
65-62
The Falcons end the
regular part of their
season in style.

Bowling Green
59-45
BG is ready to pull
some upsets in the
upcoming tourney.

Bowling Green
81-78
Class for Saturday:
Winning 101,
Professor Dakich.

Bowling Green
56-49
Falcons get revenge
for loss earlier in the
season to Rockets.

No. 2 Kentucky at
No. 3 Florida

Prediction
Score
Rant

Kentucky
72-70
Close match-up, but
I think the Wildcats
are going to take it.

Kentucky
82-73
Kentucky has experience. Florida has
swamps.

Kentucky
72-60
History has shown
that Florida bball
has big game jitters

Florida
75-70
The Gators have so
much young talent,
it's sickening.

No. 4 Texas at
No. 5 Oklahoma

Prediction
Score
Rant

Oklahoma
Texas
52-50
69-68
Another close game, Oooooklahoma..
Hollis Price is clutch
but hail to the
at this time ol year.
Longhorns.

Oklahoma
14-10
Great to have college football back.
What?

Oklahoma
65-63
Hollis Price is ready
tor the Madness.

No. 20 California at
No. 17 Stanford

Prediction
Score
Rant

Stanford
72-68
Stanfofd has the
upper hand being at
home.

Stanford
70-69
What is with the
Cardinal name?
Why singular?

Stanford
70-64
Mike Montgomery is
one of the best
coaches out there.

Purdue' at
Michigan

Prediction
Score
Rant

Michigan
Purdue
67-64
59-53
I have to go with my Don't know why, it
just feels wrong to
home state this
pick Michigan.
time. Go Blue!

Michigan State at
Ohio State
•
RECORDS

Prediction
Score
Rant

Ross was a thorny pest, hitting the
Falcons up for 18 points in 38
minutes. Ross was the biggest reason Eastern was able to milk a single-digit lead for most of the
game. The Eagles led from a Ross
three-pointer with just under 15
minutes to play in the first half
until a Ryan basket with just
under five minutes to play in the
second half.
Eastern's lead reached a highwater mark at 24-13 with 11 and a

half minutes left in the first half,
but the game was largely played
within seven points, an ebb-andflow of BG pulling close and the
Eagles hitting a shot to give themselves breathing room.
"Every time we nudged the lead
out, they kept coming back,"
Eastern coach ]im Boone said.
"That was big-time for them.
Every time they had a key play,
they got to make them."
BG counteracted Eastern with
four of tlicir own in double figures. In addition to I.ewis. Ryan

scored 17, John Reimold scored
14 and Netter had 10.
A season-low 10 turnovers
helped, too.
Ryan came to BG with a reputation as a shooter. Dakich joked
that the BG program may have
"mined" him as a long-range
threat with offensive sets focused
on getting the ball down low, but
for Ryan it all comes down to having the ball and facing the rim.
"I felt that shot [going In)." Ryan
said of his three-pointer. "But I've
ftii some misses, too. I feel all my

California
68-61
The tree team falls
to California

Purdue
Michigan
65-64
71-50
Michigan plays like They'll find some
they just lost cham- lucky way to win.
pionships...oh wait.

Ohio State
62-58
Bucks win! That's
all I have to say.

Michigan State
61-47
Izzo is a crazy
genius MSU will be
a sleeper in tourney.

Michigan State
Ohio State
92-81
57-50
Don't cry Andy, 1 got The Buckeyes make
your back.
Andy Barch cry.

23-19

17-25

20-22

Ross kept Eastern Michigan in the game
BASKETBALL FROM PAGE 5

ERIK BELL
Sports Reporter

17-25 (guest)

shots."
For the sake of BG's season, it
was a good one to feel.

Reimold up for challenge behind Hunt

John Reimold

BASEBALL, FROM PAGE 5

Role-playing

a pair of Volunteer lefties, I lunl
batted third and Reimold
founh. Both hit right-handed
"I am definitely up for the
challenge, batting behind
Kelly," Reimold said. "1 lopefully,
I can continue doing that."
Reimold said his brother has
eased his transition to becoming a collegiate athlete.
"John has helped a lot," he
said.'lscrlims he works at basketball and learn from him. I
am glad he's here to help me
out."

Senior lefty pitcher Doug
Here has struggled continuously since coming back from
"Tommy John" surgery last year.
It has gotten to the point that
the BG coaching staff is experiinenting with Here in new roles.
Here has been a starter for
most of his career, but according to Brown, he will get a
chance In the bullpen soon.
"We're experimenting with
everything right now," Brown
said. "This is something we've
looked at from this past fall into
winter."

On 2-for-8 shooting from
behind the arc, the Falcon forward passed lay Larranaga and
Shane Komives last night for second on BG's all-time single-season three-point field goal list.
Reimold now has 74, but the
record is pretty safe this year.
Keith McLeod hit 89 threes last
season.

A GREAT PLACE TO CALL HOME!

THERE IS STILL TIME

siERUNGwrvmsnY

YOU CAN FIND AN
AFFORDABLE APARTMENT
116 1/2 MA.NY1LLL • One BR. upper duple.. Limit 2 people.
$-17:1.(10 per month, Jeposit S4-10.no. Tenants pay utilities. Available

We Offer
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FREE washer/ dryer
FREE Tanning
Private Bedrooms
Individual Leasing
Pool/Spa
Computer Room/Fitness Center/Game Room
Now allowing pets
Fully furnished apartments available

706 Napoleon Rd.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
www.suhenclave.com

353-5100
Hurry in, Leasing Fast!

LEASE OPTIONS
•
•
•
•
•

Summer - $250/month
9-month
10-month
12-month
15-month

ISO 1/2 MAMILIr1-'- tin.- UK, upper duplex. Limit 2 people.
$473.00 per month, deposit $440.00. Tenants pay utilities. Available
5/17/03 tftS/eVW.
517 E. REED- At Thurstin One Bedroom. 1 Bath. Furnished. Or
Unfurnished.
Person k;it»- >1
451 THI'KSTIN' . Across From Off* nhaucr Furnished Efficiencies
with full baths. |ssigned Parking.
School Year - One Person Only - $3S>5.00
I tot Person Only - $355.00
S2I B. MERRY - Close (o Offenhauer. Two Bedrooms. Furnished.
School Year Two Person Rate - $685.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $570.00
505 CLOLGH STREET Campus Manor - Behind Klnko's. Two
Bsttroorn Furnished. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year ■ Two Person Rate - $620.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520.00
615 SECOND - Two Bedroom Furnished. One Bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $620.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520.00
707 - 727 THIRD ■ One Bedroom Furnished. One Bath.
School Year - One Person Rate - $395.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $350.00
MS THIRD One Bedroom Furnished. PETS ALLOWED!
School Year - One Person Rate - $450.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $400.00
701 FOl.'RTH - Two Bedroom Furnished. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $620.00
One Year - Two Person Rate • $520.00
MB SIXTH - Two Bedroom, One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year ■ Two Person Rate - $560.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $460.00
707 SIXTH Two Bedroom, One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $545.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $460.00
H4QB50 SIXTH - Rock Ledge Manor. Two Bedroom. Two Baths,
Dishwashers. Extra Storage Area.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $640.00
One Year • Two Person Rale - $530.00
aiaSxyjLNlH_-Tw»i Bedroom. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $545.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $450.00
725 NINTH-One Bedroom Unfurnished. PETS ALLOWED!
School Year One Person Rate - $445.00
One Year • One Person Rate - $380.00
724 S. COI.I.F.HE Two Bedroom Unfurnished. 1 1/2 Baths.
School Year - Two Person Kate ■ $640.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530.00
WB MOT ,'U.V] OTHSS "A/. AND ni 0 BBOMKW m ttAMSS STW
IIITHIK IIMX iin/::.

Hours
Mon-Fri 10-5:30
Sat
10-5
Sun
1-5
*in furnished apts. only

11/ ALLOW KH W SBLSCTBD BUBMNQ8 Him A SZ/S.OONON■

JOHN NEWLOVE UK A I. ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street. Knurling Green, OH
Located Across From Tteco Bell.

RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260.
Hours - Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30.
Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00.
www.johnnewloverealestate.com
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ALBUMS: Joe Bugbee
follows the lead of
"High Fidelity" and
begins a series of top
fivelists; PAGE10
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calendar of events
FRIDAY. MARCH 7
12:15 p.m.
Friday Fare
Lot and His DaughtersGentileschi
Herrick Lobby, Toledo Museum of
Art
6:30-9:30 p.m.
It's Friday'till 10 p.m.
Toledo Museum of Art
Club Friday Music
Ten Mile Creek (roots music)
Peristyle Lobby
6:45 p.m.
Public Tour
Highlights of the Collection
Libbey Court
7 p.m.
Musica Antigua de Toledo
Gallery 29
8 p.m.
Spectrum: Sisters in Song
Great Gallery
8 p.m.
North Coast Theatre Presents:
The Sting of the Jellyfish
Green Room
10 p.m. (Doors Open)
Sledse
Howard's Club H

SATURDAY, MARCH 8
10 p.m. (Doors Open)
The Michael Katon Band
Howard's Club H

SUNDAY, MARCH 9
lla.m.-4:30p.m.
Family Center
Create a painting.
Toledo Museum of Art
1:30 p.m.
Public Tour
Highlights of the Collection
Libbey Court. Toledo Museum of
Art

MONDAY, MARCH 10
3 p.m.
Junior and Mini Monday
Musicale
Great Gallery, Toledo Museum of
Art

TUESDAY, MARCH 11
10a.m.-3p.m.
Family Center
Create a painting.
Toledo Museum of Art

trying on

this year's
Reversible and 70s-esque
swimsuits make way into
closets.

THURSDAY MARCH 13
10a.m.-3 p.m.
Family Center
Create a painting.
Toledo Museum of Art

BGSUgrad
performs
locally
Byloe Bugbee
PULSE WRITER

By day he teaches history at
Pike Delta York High School in
Delta, Ohio. But by night Brian
Id n .ii11 puts down the textbooks and picks up his
acoustic guitar.
He does this at least three
nights a week at Bowling
Green's Brewsters Pourhouse,
playing everything from the
Grateful Dead and Bob Dylan,
to his own originals.

With Spring Break upon us and warm weather rapidly approaching (we can dream can't we?), most of us
are ready to get our sun-deprived bodies into a brand-new bathing suit. If you've already got this year's
beachin' new suit, lucky you! Still waiting for the ice to melt before you brave the overcrowded malls? Here is
a list of guidelines to let you know what's hot and what's not in swimwear styles.
Dianne Taylor, instructor of Apparel Merchandising, says that swimwear
trends for 2003 include lots of details with fun print combinations, embroideries, hand beading crochet inserts, drawstrings and ties with a Brazilian
Carnival theme
"Styles for bikini bottoms are very low on the hips, mirroring the jeans
styling; skimpy and low waisted Brazilian cuts with beaded side ties,
clinched side detailing and scarf ties," she said
Taylor said that for this season's bikini tops, halters are a popular style. In
addition, we will find molded padded triangles, string triangle tops, rube
tops and bandeaus. Tie or lace-up fronts and drawstring necks are also
going to be popular this season.
For those who dont like to reveal too much skin on the beach or at the
pool, one-pieces and tanldnis will be popular this season. One-pieces can
be found this season with one-shoulder, halter neck, keyhole tie front,
drawstring sides, plunging backs and crochet inserts. Tankinis will have
laced backs and geometric cutouts.

Something that we haven't seen much of in the past that we will be seeing more of this season are reversible suits. For those on a budget, this is a
great way to change your look without spending money on another suit.
Christina Bish, area assistant manager of Elder-Beerman at the
Woodland Mall in Bowling Green said that they have been selling a lot of
denim-look suits, which is popular in the boy-shorts style.
"Popular styles this season are Hawaiian Bowers, retro-embroidery and
70s-looking stripes," she said.
In addition, Bish said airbrushed two-pieces as well as two-pieces with
halter and triangle tops are top sellers.
Although Bish said that Elder-Beerman is not carrying any solid onepiece suits right now, she hopes to get some in soon.
While style of the suit is important, it is also key to select the right color.
"IVe seen a lot of warm colors this season; not many blues," Bish said.
Taylor said that there are three main color styles to look for this season:
earthy neutrals in browns, olive, mustard, tan, terra cotta, rust, sand and
SWIMWEAR, PAGE i
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Bocain picked up
guitar at early age
BOCAIN, FROM PAGE 7

the University in 1997, said the
reason he makes his way down
to Bowling Green several times
a week is because there's always
something happening.
"There's always something
going on musically or socially in
this town," Bocain said. "And
the people here at Brewsters
and all the people who come in
seem to really enjoy acoustic
music"
Growing up in Toledo, Bocain
fell in love with music at an
early age. His uncle, Tim, used
to "parade" around the house
with his own guitar, and Bocain
said there was always music on.
"He was a big influence on
me musically," Bocain said.
Those influences of his past
pour into his music on a nightly
basis, but what he's listening to
now also makes its way onto the
stage. Lately, Bocain is into Ani
Difranco, lack lohnson, and
local favorites, Grasshopper Pie,

Suit can hide body's flaws
SWIMWEAH,FR0MPAGE7

not to mention his favorite
musician, Bob Dylan. As for
bands or musicians he doesn't
exactly care for, well, there aren't
that many.
"If there's something I'm not
into, I won't Listen. I'm not going
to be force-fed music," Bocain
said.
As for the state of today's
music, Bocain, rather than
being cynical like many other
musicians, remains optimistic
"I think it's (music today)
exciting, because of the
Internet," Bocain said. "I mean,
a lot of really good bands aren't
that good at publicizing themselves, but now if they spend of
few bucks, they can put a Web
site up, so an audience is right
there for them."
Asked if music can save the
world, Bocain doesn't hesitate.
"I think music has saved the
world." he said. "Music is the
only thing that everyone has in
common. We don't have the
same color or the same cultures, but we all love music."

So you were blessed with
some larger-than-life knockers? I
pity you, really, I do. But if you'd
rather flatten your chest than
shake what yo mamma gave ya,
a band top is great for hiding the
twins Your cleavage still shows
(which is always a good thing),
but the simple cut will minimize
the size.

~ir Outstanding
■ Worthy effort
So-so
OTA bomb

|0«m-(PG-13l
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cameL Citrus Greens such as
lime, clover, khaki, grass, kiwi,
lettuce green and pistachio are
trendy. Fresh brights in pink,
blush, crimson, fuchsia, aqua,
blueberry, turquoise, poppy,
ocean blue, Tahiti blue, lipstick
red and berry.
Taylor said that four main
prints are stylish this season.
"Look for Bohemian prints
such as paisley, delicate florals,
patchwork, tie-dye, glitter or
metallics. Fresh prints will be
available in candy stripes and
polka dots. Popular tropical
prints are palm trees, large
leaves, pineapples and geometric florals. The Retro look, which
is very stylish this year, can be
found in vintage Hawaiian,
postcards and pop art designs
Lastly, the Ethnic style features
wood block prints, batik and
native ethnic designs," she said.
Had one too many dinners at
the Greenery and four too many
candy and ice cream stops at the
GI7 Relax While you work to get
that body slimmed and
trimmed, FreshAngles.com
offers a few ideas that help
accentuate your best features
while concealing your flaws.

Tig '01 Bitties

Movie picks

Dn*Ml(PG-13)
tart Hut (R)
UlitflMrlEa*(R)
MSchnKR)
MMAmricafR)
Tonal 0M Sn(R)

I Must, Increase My Bust
Believe it or not, a triangle top
can do wonders for those of us
who are less-endowed. Don't be
bitter about your tiny ta-ta's —
triangle tops concentrate on
however little you may have and
can show and hide everything
that you want them to.

• ••
■
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Kate Moss? Is that you?
Looking for a way to accentu-

Martin, Latifah click on big screen
with 'Bringing Down the House'
By Ph*p Wuirtcri
'HE D1IUS MORNING NEWS

Opening March 7:
"Bringing Down the House:"
Comedy relates the rocky relationship that occurs when lonely,
uptight Steve Martin meets a
woman on the Internet who turns
out to be Queen Latifah.
"Tears of the Sun" Bruce Willis
thinks his job is done when he

BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

leads a team to rescue a doctor in
the Nigerian jungle. But the doctor insists that they also rescue
70 refugees.
"Till Human Voices Wake Us:"
Guy Pearce and Helena Bonham
Carter star in this supernatural
romance between a psychiatrist
and a woman who has lost her
memory and all traces of her
identity.

LOS ANGELES —Comic
book publisher Marvel and
20th Century Fox have setded a
federal lawsuit over licensing
rights to the "X-Men" characters.
Terms of the settlement were
not released, but the dispute
was "amicably resolved" and
both sides are looking forward

www.m

Are You Ready for this
Jelly?
Thunder thighs really aren't
the worst things in the world, so
don't worry. High-cut bottoms
will lengthen your legs, making
it seems as if your thighs aren't
your only body part.

Baby Got Back
Hey- his anaconda don't want
none unless you have buns hun!
I say,). Lo eat your heart out for
those of you fortunate to pack a
little in the back. But, if you are
unhappy with your round rump,
boy shorts are here to save your
day. These cute and trendy bikini bottoms are fun and will fully
cover your chubby cheeks.

Baby Bud Light
Want to stay in the bikini
range but don't have the stomach for it? Tankinis are great for
covering those less-man-firm
tummies. Wear your tankini with
a great bottom, so more attention will be drawn away from
your belly. No matter what body
type you have, you can always
find a bikini cut that will help
you out in certain trouble zones

Color Me Bad
You may not think the color of
a swimsuit matters, but the
truth is, far too many people
have big bikini bummers solely
because of the color of their suit.
The whiter you are, the darker
your bathing suit can be Bright
colors on white skin will just
make you look milkier, and that
is a definite no-no. Skin with a
more golden-tan look should
use their darker skin tone to
their advantage. Bright colors
look great on dark skin.

Styled and Wild
Unfortunately, it's true:
Horizontal stripes do make you
look wider, no matter how much

of a waif you arc. Animal prints
(Le zebra stripes, leopard print)
go in and out of style every few
years. Wearing that spotted suit
may come back to haunt you if
you're sporting it in the wrong
year. Floral prints are always the
safest bet, but be sure to differ
your suits once in a while. Solids
can be wimpy and wonderful.
Strongly consider solids only if
you want to accentuate the
bathing suit's sophisticated cuL
Keep it fun and colorful! Bathing
suits were made for warm, summery weather and don't you forget it!

Size Matters
Sizing up your suit is essential.
A bikini that is too small or too
large for you will have the same
effect that sunless tanner has on
white skin (it'll make you look
baaaaad!). Many girls believe
that choosing a bikini top that is
too small for their bust size will
make their chest appear larger
WRONG!

Guys
Guys, listen up. This season
it's not just the girls that will
have the most stylish suits.
Men's styles offer a variety of
options. Here are a few guidelines for you fashion-emergency
cases.
According to AskMen.com,
there are a few things to keep in
mind when selecting your suits.

The Speedo
The Speedo type bathing suit
should be banned from your
closet because it lacks style and
is designed for professional
swimmers that need aerodynamics. Anything that looks like
a thong for men is simply unattractive, tacky and should be
eliminated from your wardrobe.

to expanding the relationship,
according to a Fox statement
issued this week.
Fox produced the 2000 film
"X-Men," a hit based on the
comic book characters. A
sequel is scheduled for release
this year.
Marvel and the studio sued
each other in 2001. Fox sued
Marvel Enterprises, Tribune

Surf our

520 E. Reed St. #1,3,6&7: Large two bedroom
furnished apartments. Across from Campus.
Extra storage space. FREE WATER & SEWER.
Resident pays electric/ heat. Laundry facilities on
premises. Private parking lot. $525/month (2-3
people) for a 12 month lease.

line-up!
MIAMI
UNIVERSITY

NRW19VF
Rentals
I; K * 3

Entertainment and Fireworks
Entertainment, claiming their
syndicated TV show "Mutant X"
violated an agreement licensing
the "X-Men" characters for
future films.
Marvel countersued, asking
the court to dismiss Fox's
claims and arguing that
"Mutant X" used different characters.

Lifeguard Shorts
Lifeguard shorts, the ones that
finish a few inches above the
knee and fall between a tight fit
and a baggy fit, have been
around forever and portray an
image of youth as well as a
healthy lifestyle. For those who
have less attractive bodies,
Bermuda shorts also help cover
up most imperfections

Good Drawcord
Both regular shorts and lifeguard shorts usually have comfortable mesh lining with nylon
shells. Make sure that they fit
properly around the waist and
feature resistant drawcordsThe
drawcord is usually one of the
first things to go bad on a new
pair of shorts. Alternatives are:
Velcro straps or, if the shorts fit
perfectly, stylish button flies.

5

3

7

7

7

A federal judge in New York
ruled that the series could proceed as long as no reference
was made to the original "XMen" comic books, characters
or Fox movie.
The judge allowed Fox to
pursue a breach of contract
claim.

843 Sixth St.: Two bedroom
unfurnished apartments with two
full baths. Central air. Dishwashers.
Washer/dryer in building. Private
parking lot. Resident pays all utilities.
#1-4 $500.00 per month for a 12 month lease.
#5-12 $520.00 per month for a 12 month lease.
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LOOKING FOR A NEW PLACE TO LIVE???

UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE
&

Get out off the cold.
Get in here,
and warm up with our oven baked grinders.

UNIVERSITY
COURTS

W« olio have a wide variety of cxprcsio>, cappuccino*, and coffees.

Mercer at Clough

Get Warm With Usl

Short block S. of Wooster

/3t<y omm.

I
Your #1 Choice for a
Healthy Meal

Shorts are generally less
revealing and expose just the
right amount of skin. They are
also extremely comfortable,
especially with today's high tech
fabrics, which dry almost
instantly.

This year, the big thing in
bathing suits is the surfer/skateboard look. Look for shorts that
fall at longer than standard
length, or ornamented shorts
with Tribal or Asian styled prints.
Go for colors like gray, light blue
and cream. The prints are usually white or a lighter tone of the
same color. Try to limit the number of pockets because the
whole "cargo look" is long gone.

In the last few years, tight
briefs have become increasingly
popular, although the reasons
are still completely unknown.
They are basically extensions of
Speedo bathing suits with just a
little more spandex. They still

Wg.C?^..derS
2 Soups Daily
4 Types of Baked Pasta

Classic Shorts

Skater Look

Spandex

OXFORD • HAMILTON • MIDDLETOWN

I I \

mold onto your body tightly and
lack aesthetic appeal. Unless
you have a perfect, tight body
and you are sun tanning alone
in your backyard, tight briers
should also be left out of your
options when shopping for the
right bathing suit

iio.edu/summer

check out this deal!

l> I

ate those curves that you don't
have? Try a bikini bottom that
cuts straight across the hips.
This shows off that your hips are
wider than your waist, even if
that's not really true.

Marvel, Fox settle lawsuit over X-Men characters

Living Large...

WE

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

t=£a~-|W8-OfnderS.

513 i. Wooitir St,

Cetering, - Dine-in - Cerryout - Delivery - Perty Treys

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE

ALL LOCATIONS

Quality living in spacious 2 bdrm
apts. 9 and 12 month leases.
Furnished Available.

• "Tenant Friendly" Management
• 24 hr. emergency maintenance
• central air & heat
• convenient laundry facilities
• Convenient to Campus Shuttle Stop
• Short walk to Library, Student Rec
Center and all campus facilities.

UNIVERSITY COURTS
I&2 bedrooms for mature students.
Quiet and cozy environment.
Furnished Available.
ONE BLOCK SOUTH OF WOOSTER
"WALK ON OVER"

352-0164
j
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ANI DiFRANCO

OSCAR CONTEST

EVOLVE
B+
Righleous Babe Records
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Best siffortine actress
Out* Sun
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WillTHaa
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DOMtlv.W
D-V. S-t
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Best original song
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ENTRY FORM
Name:.
Address
Phone numberL.
E-mail;

THE PULSE OSCAR CONTEST
Do you have an opinion about which movies and actors should win the coveted
statue? Tell The Pulse and have the opportunity to win a pair ot movie tickets. Fill
out the 2003 Oscar ballot and entry form and mail or drop oft the ballot to 210
West Hall, attention to Kimberty Oupps, The Pulse Editor Ballot results will be
printed in the March 21 issue of The Pulse. All entries must be received by March
20 at noon. The winner must be a University student and will be drawn randomly
from ballots received. For information and list of nominations, visit
www.bgnews.com/pulse.

Evolve, she definitely has.
Thai is the title of Ani
DiFranco's latest album, and
it could not be more fitting.
The album is number 19 in a
long history of DiFranco's
powerful music.
I have been listening to
DiFranco's work for about five
years and this album sets
itself apart from the others.
The artist has again left us
with strong political messages. One of the songs that
she created, "Serpentine," is a
melodic poem that blatantly
slams aloud her views of
America while being somewhat directed by hypnotic
guitar chords. "...I've been
around the world now and I
can see this about America:
the mind control is steep
here, man the myopia is deep
here."
Much of the album reflects
her current situation with her
husband, Andrew Gilchrist,
whom she married in 1998.
They are currently separated
and many of the songs shed
some light onto their relationship.
There seems to be a rebirth
that has taken place with
DiFranco and it is apparent
when listening to the album.
She has also evolved in her
talents as a singer/songwriter
and as a producer. No two
songs are the same, and each
one is brought to life by different styles of the artist's
funky sound.
While making the past few
albums, DiFranco has been
experimenting with her jazzy
sound, especially in her
recently released second live
album, So much shouting, so
much laughter. Evolve is a
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culmination of everything
she has been working on,
from the lonely guitar sound
on her self-titled debut, to the
high-energy funk jazz that is
her live shows.
Overall, I would have to say
that this is one of the best
albums I have heard from
DiFianco and I cannot wait
to experience it live. She has
definitely grown musically
and as a person, and has
once again proven herself to
be an outstanding artist.
— Michael Ksenyak

The band has been playing at
BGSU's largest organization,
CRU, every other Thursday
since August. They are also a
featured band at Dance
Marathon.
- Andrea Wilhelm

SOL-RISE

Hmmm. This is a tricky
one. If you're a no-vocals, all
instrumental jazz band fan,
you will probably like this
record. For those of you who
need something with lyrks to
sing along with, beats to rock
to, or just a hottie front man
to look at, this is not the
album for you.
Christian McBride Band
consists of acoustic and electric basses, tenor and soprano saxophones, acoustic and
electric guitars, keyboards,
drums, flute, piano and percussion.
This may make me sound
uncultured- but this album
bored me. With songs averaging six minutes long (yeah,
I'm a loser and I did the
math) I had trouble focusing
on one song for that long. I
lost interest after a few minutes.
Actually, this album
reminds me of something
that would be in heavy rotation in Mr. Huxtable's stereo.
So if you share the same
tastes as Mr. Cosby himself,
check this out.
As for myself, perhaps if
I'm in the need for some
music I can't sing along too
while studying, I'll pop this in
and give it a go. lazz can be
soothing and relaxing- but
this one's just a little too
mind-numbing for my tastes.
- Andrea Wilhelm

SELF-TITLED
C+
Sirverthree Sound Recordings

All right, so I'm not the
biggest fan of Christian-rock.
However, Sol-Rise neither
preaches nor is obvious.
Much like ROD., if you didn't
know any better, you'd just
think it was rock.
This four-song demo features songs from rap-rock
combos a la Linkin Park, to
melodic ballads. Lead singer
Armando Tijerina has a great
voice. Combine his vocals
with back-up vocalist Pete
Berryman and the harmony
is heavenly.
The five-piece band has
been described as a melting
pot of creativity, fusing elements of rock, hip-hop and
acoustic rock.
The first song, "Release," is
my favorite of the demo. It's a
bit deceiving, however. This
song is much edgier than the
other three. It hooks the listener in, but leaves them
wanting more at the end.
The other three songs,
"Last Chance," "Focus" and
"Free," are softer, prettier if
you will.
If you'd like a chance to see
Sol-Rise, it's not that difficult.

CHRISTIAN
MCBRIDE BAND
VERTICAL VISION
D+

Old
favorites
top rock
album list
Bytoeivgtw
PUlSt »«lll«

WamerBros Records Ire.

Lists. We know them, we
love them, we can't get
enough of them. We need
them. Why are we so
obsessed with lists?! Maybe
it's because with each list, an
avenue of heated, passionate
debate can be opened. Or
maybe it's because lists take
up time and fill in gaps of
awkward silences
It's important to note that
this column. My Top Five, is a
blatant and shameless rip off
of High Fidelity, a book I've
read 10 times, and a movie
I've seen 20 times. Take it in
and enjoy.
TOP FIVE RECORDS
1. The Who- Who's Next- An
essential piece of music for
people NOT bom on another
planet.
2. led Zeppelin-led
Zeppelin III- Not their heaviest album, but a brilliant
piece steeped in reflection. ///
is the legendary Zoso's inspiration.
3. AODC-let There Be RockGood God. Amazing guitar
solos and raunchy, guiltypleasure lyrics. See "Whole
Lotla Rosie."
4. Wilco-Summer TeethOne of the most critically
acclaimed albums of the 90s-released in 1999.
5. leffBuckley-Grace-Pawer
pop, hard rock, gospel tunes?
This record has it all.
Unfortunately, two years later,
Buckley died at age 30, just as
he was becoming legendary.
■Check out the March 21
issue of The Pulse for more of
joe's top 5 lists.

Reel in a great
new home!
507 & 525 E. Merry St.:
Large two bedroom furnished
apartments. Across from campus.
FREE WATER & SEWER. Resident pays
electric/heat. Laundry facilities in the
buildings. Private parking lots.
S52S.00 per month (2-3 people) for
a 12 month lease. $550.00 for a
9 month lease (2-3 people).

Mid Am Management
offers

2 Bedroom Available

419-352-4380
Best Prices in Bowling Green

M2S M.nilM
i It'll '. ■' •>

NEWIWE
Rentals

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

IM;

iaa Re ■■■

320 Elm St. # A-D: One bedroom furnished
apartments. FREE WATER & SEWER.
Resident pays electric/ heat. $420.00 per
month for a 12 month lease.
320 Elm St. #F: Large two bedroom
furnished apartments. FREE WATER &
SEWER. Resident pays electric/ heat.
$625.00 per month for a 12 month lease.

NEWL9VE
Rentals

Huge wireless discounts!

1000 Anytime
Mobile to Mobile
Minutes to (ill any ot oof )0 million customers rutWmndc on oui natorul mobile to mobile network

MM

OTtntijrop terrace
400 E. Napoleon Road
Hours: Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Saturday Hours: 10:00 am -2:00 pm
Sunday Hours: 12:00 am - 3:00 pm
(419)352-9135
email us: winthrop@gerdenich.com

Unlimited

FREE High Speed Internet
coming this summer.

Night I Weekend

Airtime Minutes wnen on the America's (boke Network

We're filling
up fastS

FREE shuttle service to and
from campus.

With lor 2 >»*7wmt

Unlimited nationwide long distance. No roaming charges coast-to-coast.

2 swimming
pools.

All whM ulliitg on the AnwMi) (.»«■ wtwort
II»Air«na5Crioeen««m»aMr50«250milionp»)|)leinlt»US NefmknMMlUWin.ll
ras.UlsinwloUwl.irie calling plan ana are ®mm CDMMi-nxamorcwInuixHK!
sotwe tenured Mottle to Moolfe not avaiiac* throughout the Am-ira's Chora Netwrt

I.

Full for May
2 Two bedrooms left for August

IcTTJU

JSJJ1

\^.' vertjon

2 Blocks from

21 Mobile. Inc.
107 S Main 9 WOOSter

Campus
480 I vi.......i

419-354-2400

ffflKf.

354-S533
villuiictfrvvnC" <1iM.-or.M4.-t
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FREE CAR CHARGER OR CASE
with new 2 year activation and this ad

Important Corawiw HWrautUn NlfM A Milieu, horn: MMt-Frl. I.Mpm I.MW Sat.
12lm-ta. 11:li>«».SuO«cttoCuslonw»flr6«™nlM^^
»"5
early termination lee apple Require cnW appro* r^nrotbJccmUnedwthcaW service prorrwons
Usage rouncMBneJMimnule Unused Samoa lost MoMe to moo* calls depleted bycalls made
dwmcraghtandoeeundhours SuOtectBtaas&ottieicharges Notavailaoieirjllmarkets Geographic
arM die restrictions apply SeeWcchure and sales representative lor details ©2002 VSuon Wireless

;
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3 Laundromats
1 and 2
bedroom
Apartments

Heat Paid.
Ride our shuttle to check us out
Lot A 9-10:30 1-4:30
Runs every 30 minutes
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HOROSCOPES

Campus Events

Week of March 10

8ylasluSer.uk
KNICHT RIDDED/TRIBUNE NCMS

Aries (March 21-April 20)
This week, financial or business
promises are easily
overestimated.
Expect colleagues or j
work officials to be
highly enthusiastic
concerning undefined
projects. Added restrictions, however, are due to arrive over the next
few weeks If possible, avoid shortterm business risk. Later this week,
new attractions are seductive and
controversial. After Thursday, sudden romantic triangles require
skilled diplomacy. Carefully explain
all emotional goals to new friends
and loved ones.
Taurus (April 21-May 20)
insnips are emoFamily relationships
tionally drainingi this week.
Early Tuesday,
expect loved
ones to address i
unresolved
financial obliga-'
tions, debts or
practical duties. Irritations will be
brief. By late Wednesday, a significant shift in attitude or outlook is
due. Money worries are natural. At
present, loved ones may need extra
time to sort out their responsibilities. This weekend accents new
romantic expectations. Stay
focused. Passions will be high.
Gemini (May 21-lune 21)
Recent financial or business setbacks will be corrected. Early
this week
authority figures may reexamine longterm contracts (
initiate intense negotiations. Follow
your instincts. A more workable
and honest relationship with key
officials is available. After midweek, dreams and romantic
insights are compelling. Some
Geminis will encounter a passionate proposal or new love affair. Ask
detailed questions. Times, dates
and promises may need to be clan-

m

fied.
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Nostalgic feelings of love and
romantic obligation are highlighted
over the next 12!days.
days. Early this ^
ncerians will
will /^
week, many Cancerians
carefully examine
outdated emotions or painful
memories.
Relationships
from eight years
ago may be a prime focus. Use this
time to confront and resolve all
past expectations. After Thursday,
enjoy the company of trusted
friends. Social support and the
advice of loved ones will help
establish new emotional goals.
Leo (Jury 23 Aug. 22)
Work ideas or new career inspiration will be strong themes. Late
Tuesday, expect an
unusual proposal to increase
business creativity. Some
Leos will find that
the past five months
of hesitation or job restriction are
ending. Avoid private issues with
co-workers, however; this is not the
right time for idle speculation or
social diversion. After Friday, family
members request added dedication. Remain open. Group events or
home gatherings may require special planning.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
Flirtation and sensuality are continuing themes over the next few
days. Late Monday, watch for an
unusual proposal
or, in some
cases, a complicated emotional triangle.
Your confidence
and private
strength will attract attention.
Clearly outline your thoughts or
long-term intentions. Late this
week, a social gathering may provide interesting emotional information. Respond quickly to new facts
or unexpected overtures.
Immediate honesty will help establish revised roles.

Capricorn (Dec. 22 Ian. 20)
Delayed business and romantic
opportunities will move forward.
Late Tuesday marks the beginning
of 12 days of powerful emotional
expansion and
renewed career
ambitions.
Optimism and
insight are returning. Explore all new relationships
and work assignments. Thursday
through Sunday, watch for minor
dental or throat irritations. Physical
energy, daily hearth and social
interest may be briefly challenged.
Extra rest and improved sleep patterns will help.
Aquarius (Jan. 21-Feb. 19)
Trust your initial social and
romantic instincts this week. At
present, it may be necessary to act
as mediator or end
a period of emotional isolation
and disagreement. All of this 1
may be subtler
than expected.
Loved ones or long-term friends
will rely heavily on your diplomacy
and discretion. Later this week,
spend extra time with younger
friends or relatives. New business
decisions, revised career paths or
sudden workplace proposals may
require detailed discussion.
Pisces (Feb. 20-March 20)
Social routines or new invitations may reveal
improved optimism. Before
midweek,
expect a close
friend or colleague to end a
period of isolation or mistrust.
Humor, wit and group participation
will be welcomed themes over the
next few days. After Thursday,
respond honestly to minor family
discussions concerning financial
planning or home purchases. It's
time to expand emotional and
home security. Refuse to compromise future goals or established
standards.

Libra (Sept 23-Oct. 23)
Friends and relatives will provide
valuable insights. Before midweek,
watch for the arrival of new social
or romantic information. The
seduction of
potential lovers
may be difficult
to resist. On an
emotional level,
however, many Librans will also
discover lasting wisdom in the attitude or outlook of a close friend.
Listen for important clues before
making key decisions. Late
Saturday, financial restrictions are
bothersome. Pace yourself and
avoid impulse spending.
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21)
Work assignments are demanding this week. At present, potential
problems or short-term errors easily distract key officials and older
colleagues.
Avoid criticism,
if at all possible.
Consistent effort
and social diplomacy
will provide the desired results.
After midweek, a close friend may
announce new travel or educational plans. Long-distance relationships, relocation and a rekindled
enthusiasm for creativity may be at
issue. Thoroughly discuss all proposals.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Late Tuesday, a colleague or
work official may
request added
dedication. Over,
the next few
days, watch for
business
assignments to
become quickly complex
and highly rewarding. Team efforts
will bring surprising results. Expect
previously shy or reluctant co-workers to provide vibrant and creative
ideas. After midweek, property
matters, major purchases and
financial planning may also be
affected. Stay alert. Unique career
opportunities and money luck are
accented.
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INTRAMURAL OFFICALS NEEDED
FOR SOCCER. APPLY 130 PERRY
FIELD HOUSE OR CHECK WEB
SITE. COMPLETE AND RETURN
TAKE-HOME RULES TEST BY
MARCH 18. MUST ATTEND CLINICS ON MARCH 19 AND 20.

Ping Pong and
Badminton Tournament
organized by the
Chinese Student and Scholars Association. Mon. March 10
trom 11:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
in the Rec Center. Sign up at
gwang@bgnet.bgsu.edu or
liz@bgnet.bgsu.edu
PLEASE SIGN UP ASAPIIII
Both double and single players are
welcome! Awards to top 4 players
ot both double and single games!!

Classified
Ads
372-6977
The BG Newj will noi knowingly icccpi idvcrtiwmcno ilut diiouninaic or cncounge <ta
triminitioii igaiiw any individual or group on
the tatis of race. sei. color, creed, religion.
nxiorul origin, sexual orientation, diubiliry,
tutus as a veteran, or on (he basis of any other
:.T;11, pi kxaiMH
The BG Sewi reserves the right to decline, discontinue or revise any advertisement such as
those found to be defamatory, lacking in factual basis, misleading or false in nature All
advertisements are subject to editing and

United Karate System
FREE Sell-Detense Class March 17
St. Thomas More gym, Thurstin Ave
Across trom McDonald West
Questions? Call Jim @ 345 3246

pud

Services Offered

Interested in a loan?
We can help consolidate all your
bills. Call us at 1 -866-210-6801.
Good or bad credit accepted

Campus Events
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN'S, WOMEN'S & CO-REC
SOCCER-MARCH 19.

Think you're pregnant?
Know all the tacts
364-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

INTRAMURAL ENTRIE DUE:
MEN'S. WOMEN'S & CO-REC
VOLLEYBALL-MARCH 18.

Personals

INTRAMURAL OFFICALS AND
SCOREKEEPERS NEEDED FOR
VOLLEYBALL. APPLY 130 PERRY
FIELD HOUSE OR CHECK WEB
SITE. COMPLETE AND RETURN
TAKE-HOME RULES TEST BY
MARCH 17. MUST ATTEND CLINICS ON MARCH 18 AND 20.
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■youri£ coconut*
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Bartender trainees needed
$250 a day potential. Local
positions. 1-800-293-3985 ext. 626
Spring Break high lighting special
Mention this ad
and receive your discount.
Women's toil highlighting-$35.
Women's cap highlighting $25.
Men's highlighting & haircut-$18.
Mirage Salon (419) 354-2016
WANT TO BE THE BIRD?
Freddie & Frieda applications are
available in 301 Bowen-Thompson
Student Union. They're due March
21 st at 5pm & remember secrecy is
paramount.

KAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKA

Ground

S"f\A»4T SPS£*IS
"All D ay, Everyday"

Now Hiring Part-time Package
Handlers

^

Five Great Shifts!
Earn up to $10.00 per hour!
Tuition Assistance. Benefits. Paid Vacations.
New Hire Bonus, and More!

Accepting Applications
Monday - Thursday
8:00 a.m. -4:00 p.m.
650 S. Reynolds Road in Toledo
1-800-582-3577

Little SisterNo\j I m tire big bister and there s
something I need to tell you, so listen
up:

• Mon: 11am-1:30am
Tues: 11am-1:30am
Wed: 11am-1:30am
Th-Sat:11am-3:00am
Sun:
11am-1:30am

l

>^>-7*7*
(papa)

Love Always & Forever,
Big Sister
Little Sister
*
Ashlee Hite
Julie Thibault
Holly Houtz
Liz Zemmerman

cash checks
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At the heart of
Bowling Green
109 N. Main St. »H: One bedroom unfurnished apartment. Located downtown. Close to
everything. Resident pays all utilities. $335/month for a 12 month lease.
114 S. Main St. *3,7&9: One bedroom unfurnished apartments located downtown above
Wizard Graphics. Laundry facilities. Extra storage. FREE WATER & SEWER. Resident
pays electric/heat. »3 $375, #7 $355, #9 $385/month for a 12 month lease.

,

llem

I'll be there. If you ever need a
shoulder to cry or. of an e<xf to listen,
I'll be there
If you ever need a
Shopping buddy of a Study date,
I II
be there
I m your big sister because
I v/anted to be
Nobody made me
ar\d I II be there
Through the good
times t the bad, I'll be always there

(

*fc**j
No limit ■

j

And another thing little sister.
\Jelcome to Kappa Delta.
You re the
perfect addition to the family

VMVMVMvUVMVNVNVMVMV^V)!

SUMMER JOBS!
Female and male counselors needed for a top summer camp in
beautiful Maine. Top Salary, room, board, laundry, clothing and
travel provided. Must love working with young people and have
skills in one of our activity areas.

CAMP VEGA
Come see us at www.campvega.com

114 S. Main St. 312&13: One bedroom unfurnished apartments located downtown above
Wizard Graphics. Laundry facilities. Resident pays all utilities. »12 $340, #13 $395/month
for a 12 month lease.
117 N. Main St. «2,4,5,6&8: One bedroom unfurnished apartments located downtown.
All are different. Laundry facilities on premises. Resident pays all utilities. »2 $375, #4
$385, #5 $345, #6 $350, »8 $300/month for a 12 month lease.
315 "* S. Main St.: Two bedroom unfurnished upper apartment wood deck. Gas Heat.
Resident pays all utilities. Eat in Kitchen. Cat permitted with references. Close to downtown. $485/month for a 12 month lease.
128 W. Wooster St. : A&B: Two efficiency bedroom apartments located above a downtown business. All completely different. Unfurnished. Resident pays electric/heat. FREE
WATER &SEWER. »A $285, »B $265/month for a 12 month lease.

NE WE'VE

APPLY ON OUR WEBSITE!
Fill out the on-line application
e-mail us at camp_vega@yahoo.com
We will be on your campus on:

MARCH

25th

In the Union Building
Room 307
For more information and interviews from IUAMSPM
No appointment necessary.

Come see us and find out more about Vega!

Ken I ills

-

I.
.
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Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Needed 3 sub-leasers tor summer
starting May 17th. Swimming pool,
weight room, tree tanning bed. volleyball-basketball courts, balcony,
tully furnished & air conditioned. For
into call 353-2740.

NOT JUST ANOTHER SUMMER
JOBI Female & male counselors
needed for a lop summer camp In
Maine. Top Salary, room, board,
laundry, clothing & travel provided.
Must love working w/young people &
have skill in one or more ol the
following activities: archery, arts
(ceramics, stained glass, Jewelry),
basketball, child care specialist,
canoeing, kayaking, rowing (crew),
dance (tap. pointe, jazz), field hockey, golf, gymnastics (instructors),
figure skating, Ice hockey, horseback riding/English hunt seat,
lacrosse, digital photography,
vldeographer. piano accompanist,
pioneering/camp craft, ropes/climbing (challenge course) 25 stations,
sailing, soccer, Softball, tennis, theatre (technicians, set design, costumer), volleyball, water-skiing
(slalom, trick, barefoot, jumping)
W.S.I./swim instructors, windsurfing,
also
opportunities for
nurses.
HTML/web design & secretaries.
Camp Vega for Girls! Come see us

OUR WEBSITE1 Fill out the on-line
application, e-mail us at
camp_vega@yahoo.com. or call us
for more Information at 1-800-993VEGA We will be on the Bowling
Green campus on March 25th In
the Union Bldg In the Union rm.
307 lor more information & Interviews from 10am-3pm. No appointment necessary. Come see us &
find out more about Vega!

Help Wanted

CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS- Northeast Pennsylvania (6/19-8/16/03). If
you love children & want a caring,
fun environment we need female
staff as Directors & Instructors for:
Tennis, Golf, Gymnastics. Swimming, Waterskimg. Sailing, Team
Sports, Cheerleading. Ropes.
Camping/Nature, Drama, Ceramics,
Photography, Videography. Silkscreen, Batik, Printmaking, Sculpture, Calligraphy, Guitar, Jewelry,
Piano, Aerobics. Martial Arts. Baking. Other positions: Group Leaders.
Administrative/Driver, Nurses
(RN's). On-Campus Interviews
March 19th. Apply on-line at
www.camfiwaynflgirls.com cr call
1-800-279-3019.

C//nop/iOfc/a is the
fear of beds.
iNKVJKR

SUMMER AND
FULL TIME POSITIONS
BEAUTIFUL LAKE FRONT
YACHTING CLUB SEEKS OUTGOING FRIENDLY TEAM PLAYERS.
WILL TRAIN QUALIFIED
CANDIDATES AS:
SERVERS,
BUSSERS,
HOST/HOSTESS,
BARTENDERS,
DOCK ATTENDANTS,
UFEGUARDS,
LOCKER ROOM ATTENDANTS,
LINE COOKS/PREP COOKS,
DISHWASHERS,
SAILCAMP COUNSELORS,
SNACK BAR ATTENDANTS.
INCENTIVE PROGRAM/FLEXIBLE
HRS. EXCELLENT PAYI
CALL NOW FOR AN INTERVIEW.
WEDNESDAY THRU SUNDAY
200 YACHT CLUB DR.
ROCKY RIVER, OH 44116
(440) 333-1310 EXT 225

Leases available for 2003-2004

to

MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS Needed
No exp needed1 Earn up to 150450/day Call now for immediate
exposure 1-888-820-0164 exit 132
Now hiring for spring & summer.
Day delivery personal, day & evenings prep. Apply DIBenedetto's
1432 E. Wooster
Ohio's largest direct mail advertising
company seeks AE's. Must be selfdisciplined, have a good sense of
humor and manners to be successful. Most lucrative compensation
Structure Call 1-800-673-2531

f» Now Hiring:
Cooks, Servers &
11 <wWHotileiwFs
lop wage*
FlexAlt/HotiTa.
Pa*d Vacations
He»rii.h Domal
ln/urana»/rj
V E»iployo» Slock
Option P0,
i,

Fox Run * New Carpet *
Haven House Manor • Newly Remodeled
Blrchwood • Remodeled Underway •
Mini Mall • Small Buildings
Storage' Houses

are just a few of the great
benefits waiting for yob£~!
Apply in pOTBOn
Mon. - Fri. 2-4

AM nlfHfMMB ftCSlR 1 ■MNMflaaf ti

A

401 W. Duss.-I Knufl
Muum.-e, OH -U5a7
(JL.«I ■ few rnlnin— from BO)
Tad* i-47iWf« DumMum rfflM.)

£

a.

Make Si .380 weekly gauranteed
Call 1 800 827 3889

CAMP COUNSELOR OPPORTUNI
TIES at YMCA Camp Wlllson
1 -800 423-0427
Co-ed residential YMCA Christian
camp in West Central Ohio
(Bellefontame) has general
counselor, outpost, equestrian,
aquatics, & teen leadership positions avail. For an application visit
www.ymcavyillson.oig or come see
us at the BGSU summer |ob fair

of
Drink Specials

Put-In-Bay
Village of Putin-Bay is seeking
Dockmasters and Park Maintenance
Workers tor the 2003 season Good
Pay. Ferry pass reimbursement
Housing avail Must be over 18.
Call 419-285-5112 or
pibadminiacros.net

I

Open 6 a.m.
Monday, March 17
HOUSES AVAILABLE 2003 2004
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

JAPANESERESTAUUNT

one coupon per person
dinner meal

V
yf
•J
•/

Looking tor summer job in the
Central Ohio area? Dedicated
summer painters needed Work
outside1 Get paid up to SlO/hr.l
Gel your nights off1 No experience
necessary! We will train you!
Contact Josh at 419-214-3557'

—Pots o» full

10%
student
discount

STtAKHOUSE®

Help Wanted

Celebrate St. fatty's Day

1616 E. Wooster Street
Bowling Green, OH 43402
(Located in Greenwood Centre)

OUTBACK

—

Bartender trainees needed
$250 a day potential Local
positions. 1 -800-293-3985 ext 541

- ONE STOP FOR ALL YOUR
5
HOUSING NEEDS!

WOttK
LUNCH
N!

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Mon.-Thurs.
Bring Student I.D.
(419)-352-7070
•Free Delivery'

710 EIGHTH STREET 3 BR house. Limit 3
people. Two Baths. Air conditioned. Washer/
dryer hookup. $999.00 per month.
Avail. 8/21/03 to 8/7/04.
714 EIGHTH STREET - Unit #A - 2 BR duplex.
Limit 2 people. $660.00 per month.
Avail. 8/21/03 to 8/7/04.
146 1/3 MANVILLE - One BR upper unit. Limit
2 people. $473.00 per month.
Avail. 5/17/03 to 5/8/03.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
(419) 354-2260 M-F - 8:30 to 5:30, Sat 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

www.prelerredpropertlesco.Gom
530 Maple • 352-9378
Mon-Fri. 8-12.1-4:31

—

Car broken down?
Legs tired of pedaling?
Try living on Wooster Street!
920 E. Wooster St. *1 : Two bedroom furnished or unfurnished apartments. Across
from Campus. FREE GAS HEAT, WATER & SEWER. $645.00 per month for a 12
month lease. Off street parking. Laundry facilities on premises.
1024 E. Wooster St. »MID: Two bedroom furnished apartment located in a triplex.
FREE GAS HEAT, WATER & SEWER. Across from Rodgers. Off street parking.
$730.00 per month for a 12 month lease.
1024 E. Wooster St. #RR: Two bedroom furnished apartment located in a triplex.
FREE GAS HEAT, WATER & SEWER. Across from Rodgers. Off street parking.
$550.00 per month for a 12 month lease.
1026 E. Wooster St. #TOP: Two bedroom furnished apartment located in triplex. FREE
GAS HEAT, WATER & SEWER. Across from Rodgers. Off street parking. $585.00 per
month for a 12 month lease.

NEWLPVE

An Easy Walk to Campusx*^

222 S. College St # EFF: Unfurnished efficiency apartment. Located close to
Campus. FREE CAS HEAT, WATER & SEWER. $350.00 per month for a 12
month lease.

\\ u \v n»'U l«»\ rii\ilt\ i «»m

Rentals

COLLEGE LIVING
222 S. College St. *2: One bedroom unfurnished apartment. Close to
Campus. FREE GAS HEAT, WATER & SEWER. Resident pays electric only.
$390.00 per month.

TiiffyDoesItRight/
Auto Service
Centers
Tom and th« crow at
Tufty InviU you to
coma in for an
alignment today!

*4
1
i

LIFETIME WARRANTED

MUFFLERS

$39.95 88?

I SAVE on . • coripk» mwrtory ol tof> quaty I*»me
| wararaid vnets ■ good tor as long as you own your car
In leu of other aim Most can and KM sucks

LUBE/OIL/FILTER
& TIRE ROTATION

ioers.ftUnSL

i
i
i

J

I
I

V»

LIFETMt WARRANTED
BRAKE PADS & SHOES

^M
I

12 Wheel Service $20°° OFF UST I
'4 Wheel Service $40°° OFF UST I
: p«tmmjrmva»wfmmrm**t\ ■—laaatu — ■rwopaaw

I **m R«ac* •*••* DMrrp «M m*t*» rt«#V»VTM ■'•t
I *qund S¥Tt"matcoUimVm-cmnmto'nir»tl»'mdaea 13
■ aSMcnflcnst 'ft tab rf att« ofn Uai can rd ton n*M

■ULMflH -»■■ — — — — —• — — -J
4-CYCLtNDER

TUNE-UP

QE' Most Cars
*»3 and Light .CITGO
Trucks
I IndudM'O* 'e- a)changa**n>ID5ouartsofojatty
| Cngomow cftasMlub*andlconvtotvahjdesafety
I nseecbd r- xeallourBnM "Inbsuotof*often

«2T

230 S. College St.: Two bedroom unfurnished house. Has separate living
room, laundry room, and large kitchen. Private yard. Off street parking.
Resident pays all utilities. Close to Campus. $750.00 per month for a 12
month lease.

**IA

M-F 8am-«pm / SAT 8*m-2pm

i

228 S. College *A-J: One bedroom furnished or unfurnished apartments.
Close to Campus. FREE GAS HEAT, WATER & SEWER. Resident pays electric only. $385.00 per month for a 12 month lease.

6-CYCLINDER

TUNE-UP
S-CYCUNDER

TUNE-UP

$349-5,
$4495 s

*5495j

353 2444 ■ BowJangOreen

234 S. College: Two bedroom unfurnished apartment. Living room, dining
room, large kitchen. Storage in basement. Off street parking. Resident pays
all utilities. Close to Campus. $625.00 per month for a 12 month lease.
234 1/2 S. College *UP: One bedroom unfurnished apartment. Storage in
basement. Separate entrances. Off street parking. Resident pays all utilities.
Close to Campus. $425.00 per month for a 12 month lease.
234 1/1 S. College #DN: Two bedroom unfurnished lower apartment.
Separate entrances. Storage in basement. Resident pays all utilities. Off street
parking. Close to Campus. $450.00 per month for a 12 month lease.

NE WE'VE
Rentals

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Help Wanted

For Rent

The Daily Crossword Fix

For Rent

pisorkiio'

brought to you by
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Sports camp in Maine
Coaches needed; Tennis. Basketball. Baseball. Water-Sports. Rock
Climbing. Biking. Golf. Archery,
Hockey & more. Work Outdoors,
Have a great summer. Call Free:
(88fi)-844-8080 or
Apply Online: www.campcedar.com
Summer Job Fair!
Wednesday. March 19th, noon-4
Room 202. Student Union
Over 60 companies
SUMMER JOBS!! $10-12/hr. Work
outside this summer in tun working
environment w.'fellow college students. Now hiring motivated people
to till painter and crew chief positions. Locally and throughout OH &
Ml. No experience necessary,
we wil train. ACT TODAY!!
1-800-405-6227.

For Sale

$500 Police Impounds!
Cars trucks SUV s from $500.
Hondas, Chevys & more! For listings
calf 800-719-3001 ext. 4558
1997 Dodge Neon Sport Coupe.
Black, fully loaded, new brakes.
88.000 mi. $4000 OBO. 353-2693.
Bdrm. queen sleigh bed. includes
nightstand, chest, dresser & mirror.
Sacrifice $675. Call 419-509-8342
Bed brand new. Oueen size pillow
top set. full warranty. Will sacrifice
$179 can deliver. Call 419-392-7465
Dining room table, 4 chairs,
hutch & buffet. Cherry finish.
Sell $950. Call 419-509-8342

" 2 FREE MONTHS RENT
300 block E. Merry. 4-6 bdrms huge
cover porch. 3rd St.. 6 bdrms . lots
ot parking. Both all new flooring &
could incl. all util., normally 6-8 students in units tor more into & viewing call 352-7365.
"03-04 Apts. tor rent.Going last, all
next to campus & in quiet areas tor
study. Listings avail 24/7 316 E.
Merry K3.353-0325 9am-9pm
"Fully turnished efficiency. S455 tor
1 person. Monthly leases, includes
all utilities, cable, phone. Call
Buckeye Inn 8 Studios 352-1520.
03-04 APARTMENTS
352-3445
'03-'04 Houses & Apartments
616 Second St. - 800 Third St.
3 blocks ott campus. Call 354-9740.
1 and 2 bdrm. apts. avail, in Serene
Park like setting. Includes appliances, heat, and refurbished entnes.
Bowling Green Village. 352-6335.

1
2
1
1
2
2

12 mo/leases staning
May 17. 2003:
230 N. Enterprise #0
Br - 1 person- $410 * util
266 Manville
Br.- 2 person- $600 + util.
322 E.Court #4- 1 Br
person- $420 incl. all util.
415 E. Court #A
Br.-1 person- $340 » util.
415 E. Court »C
Br.- 2 person- $480 ♦ util
605 5th St. »C
Br.- 2 person- $390 ♦ util.

Smith Apartment Rentals
419-352-8917
2 bdrm. apt. avail. May 15. $600, located on campus. NO pets and yr.
lease required. Call 3540229.

Management Inc.
NOW RENTING
FOR 2003/2004
Call 353-5800 far
COMPLETE LISTING

Washer/Dryer Hook up (2 Bdrm)
A FEW OPEN NOW

130 E. Washington St., BG

(419)354-6036
9 AM - 5PM
1st month 1/2 off!

Garbage Disposal
CLOSE TO CAMPUS.
A FEW OPEN NOW

Management Inc.

Low Security Deposits!
(tor Highland & Jay-Mar only).
The Highlands- Senior Grad
Housing, i Bdrm. spacious
large closets, all new windows, carpel, some w new kitchens & baths
Starts $395. 12 mo. lease.
Jay-Mar Apts.- Senlor/Grad
Housing, 2 Bdrm. spacious, new
windows, doors, kitchens (dishwasher & range), bains.
Starts $510. 12 mo. lease.
The Homestead- Grad
Housing, AC. great location,
ceramic tile. sourWptool cons.,
dishwashers, sky lights, vaulted
ceilings. Starts $5l0/month

Garbage Disposal

We'lltake care of you. Best
price, well-maintained pnvacy
& dead bolt security, large
apts. 24-hr. maintenance. On
site laundry.

Stop by our office at
1045 N. Main St.

www.bghlghlandmgmt.com
hlghland@wcnet.org

Will do a feu semester leases
Spring and/or Fall
at 830 4th St. t Willow House)
I Bdrm. A/C. Dishwasher.

Hours:
Mon—Fri (9am—5pm)
Saturday (9am—1pm)

$30000OFF
DEPOSIT
thru 3/07/03
All 3 Bedrooms at
Columbia Courts
Heinz Apt, Ltd.
•Large
•2 full baths
•A/C units

313 N MAIN - Furnished $320 mo
includ. util Avail, immed. to 679/03.
347 N. MAIN - Furnished. $300 mo.
Includ. util. Avail, immed. to &9/03.
CALL JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE OFFICE
(419)354-2260.
FOR RENT
3-4 Bedroom Housrj.
419-308-6426
HOMES FROM $10,000
Foreclosures & repros. For listings
call 800-719-3001 ext. H 584.
House for rent
Immediate occupancy
241 Manville. Call 352-9392.
Houses 1. 2 & 3 bdrm. apts. within
2 blocks ol campus tor 03-04
school year. Call 352-7454
Large 2 bdrm. basement apt. Util. included. $600'mo. No smokers. No
petsli 353-4528.

Call 419-352-9392.
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Unit of magnetic flux
Borodin opera, "Prince
Exxon, once
Exclaimed in pleasure
Cyrano's feature
Deluncl
Heavy starter?
Present
Stair element
Astonishes
Ger auto
Sea eagle
Nocturnal noisemakers
Unlikely
Trader
Pretoria's nation: abbr.
Makes joyous
Fragrant blooms
Formal opinions
$ dispenser.
Grassy plain
Organic compound

As well
Long period
That girt
Latvian

5 Idolize

m
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1
2
3
4

44
45
47
49
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52
54
55
56
58
59
64
65
66
67
68
69

Wacko
Well-behaved
Columbus sen.
Change walls
Rice Burroughs
Course for conquerors?
Rescuers
Black Sea port
43
44
Geeks
45
Mental confidence
46
Sired
Atrican ration
Destructive entree?
48
Willowy
51
53
End ol cigar?
56
Take in pants, lor
57
example
Restaurant
60
61
Long nail
Chip in chips
62
Roman emperor
63
House numbers?

Closed up
Mil address
Catch in a setup
Rachel or Simon
Ring official
Driving area
Coils
Fillings
Drastically reduce
Health resorts
Mongolian topping?
Domesticated
Melodramatic exclamation
Flynn ot film
Liturgical vestments
Occupancy fee
Dispatches

Type of general
Simple weapon
Awn
E-mail correspondent
After all this time
Soothes
Zigzag turns
Lee or Kenton
Loser to the tortoise
Pub choice
Decorative vase
Atlantic food lish
Goiter Ernie
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VOTED BEST PIZZA 10 STRAIGHT YEARS
12" One
PISnN^LLO'ST^ Item
Pizza

2 Cans
■^^
of Pop

203N.Moin *■?*"»— 352-5166

$5.00 Minimum
Open Weekdays 4P.M. • Lunch Fri.«Sal.-Sun.

Sublsr needed Mar-Aug 03. 2 bdrm.
1 1/2 bath, wash/dryer in unit. $355
mo S util. Call Jen 419-308-8479.

Management

I Bdrm. A/C-Dishwasher-

EFFICIENCIES AVAILABLE
451 THURSTIN - Furnished. $300
mo. plus elec. Avail, immed. to 8/9/3

Subleaser needed lor June-Aug. at
Sterling, reduced rent. Call Colleen
at 440-667-1751.
Subleasers needed trom May-Aug.
Newer. 4 bdrm, house at 421 S.
College. Please call 353-2753.

Highland

Heinzsite Apt., 710 N. Enterprise

BG Apts-818/822 2nd St.
2 BR Apts. avail. May or August
$500 & gas'elec. 12 mo. lease
Smith Apt Rentals 419 352-8917

2-4 subleasers needed lor 2 bdrm.
house on 222 S. College, to take
over lease from Aug. 03-04.
$766Vmo. ail util except elec. inclu.
Contact Jen or Katie @ 353-6879.

Garbage Disposal. IW Baths-

Management tnt

Avail, now. Efficiency. 1 Ig. rm. with
private bath. Unfurn. Grad student
prelerred. 352-5822.

New House, close to campus1
835 Fifth St. May lease. A/C. 2 bath

Hillsdale Apt. 1082 Fairview,
1 & 2 Bdrm Apis. Dishwasher-

Management Inc.

A GREAT apt al a GREAT price!
Avail. 8/15, Furn. 2 Br. Clean. Quiet,
Spacious. AC. Call 352-1104.

1

'*

4 bdrm, 1 bath house at 516 E.
Reed avail. Aug. 16 tor 12 mo.
lease. $1050,'mo. House in good
shape w/nice backyard. 1/2 block
trom campus, carpeted, w/off St.
parking, unfurnish. except lor refigeralor. d'w, and stove. No dogs. Security deposit required
Call 419 885-8307.

2 bdrm. apt., excellent cond.
Close to Universityl!
Call 686-4651.

nr check (he website
www.mecca he.com

Evergreen Apt. 215 E. Poe
Efficiencies/1 Bdrms, Laundry
on site, BGSU Bus Slop.
A FEW OPEN NOW

2 Bdrm. sublease May-Aug.
Furnished, close lo campus, ott-St.
parking. $500/mo. Call 352-1923.

PbSeP
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The sisters of
'>■

»«■'«««''»t««.

Bringing Down the
House

SERVING FINE FOOD
IN BOWLING GREEN
SINCE 1972

Alpha Gamma Delta

would like to wish

f

(2:15). 4:55, 7:35, (10.10)

Tears of the Sun

everyone a fun and safe

i

(1:40). 4:20, 7:00, [9:50]

Chicago
(2:00), 4:40, 7:20, [9:55)

^ih'ih'ihi^ui'ih-ih'ih'ii^^ui

Old School
(2:05). 4:45, 7:25. [9:40]

How to Lose a Guy
In 10 Days
(1:50). 7:10

DareDevil
4:30, [10:05]
Schedule is tor
Friday 3/7/03 - Thursday 3/13/03
() denotes Saturday and
Sunday only!
I) denotes Monday-Wednesday
Other times show everyday!
Sign up for ShowTime e-mails
at Clnemark.com

EXTENSIVE
WINE LIST
SMOKINc; AND
NON-SMOKIN'l,

DINING ROOMS
9W^ P >\VM. l:M'k'l

■II 41»-)B44447
■ *• 41B1B4-OQOO

RESERVATIONS

UVh
4pm-7pm
$2.00 Appetizer Buffet

NEW

>j

•Kitchen
•Tile Floor
•Appliances
•Carpet
•Furniture
•Windows

GRADUATE
APARTMENTS

3 Bedroom- Full
2 Bedroom

{$%&
Town Houses
with full
basements
and A/C

•Summit St.
Eff-1 Bedroom
•Historic
Millikin Hotel
Eff-1 Bedroom
•415 N. Main
Remodeled
1 -2 Bedroom

m

*CC"fO"tO
CAMP

p.

163 S. MAIN ST.
104 S. Main

CAMPBELL
HILL

Visit

vmw.acaohio.org

(419)353-2277
•

GREENBRIAR, INC.

REMODELED
670 Frazee
2 Bedroom
2 Bath

IN OHIO

353-0988

CMMM
4tSOC(MMwi

445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, Oh 43402
www.wcnet.org/~gbrental

SEMESTER
LEASES
AVAILABLE
•Frazee Ave
Apartments
•Field Manor
All Large
2 Bedrooms
2 Baths
New 2
person rate
Call for details!

FREE ROAD
RUNNER
for

Mercer Manor
Apartments

DELUXE
•3 Bedroom
•2 Full Bath
•Fireplace
•A/C

ASK ABOUT OUR OTHER SPECIALS (419) 3S2-0717

Q

